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Release Notes

This Release Notes contain the following details for the Layer 7 API Gateway Policy Plugin:

What's New in Version 1.0.9

This release includes the following enhancements:

• Introduced the system property, com.ca.apim.build.disableDeploymentEntityUniqueNaming, which you can
configure to enable or disable unique naming of the deployment entities (POLICY, ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION,
SERVICE entity types) while building the bundle. By default, unique naming of the deployment entities is enabled when
bundle generation is guided by @bundle annotation.

What's New in Version 1.0.7

This release includes the following enhancements:

• ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION and POLICY entities can now be referenced by their assigned GUIDs.
– The Export plugin captures the GUIDs of ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION and POLICY entities into src/main/

gateway/config/override-guids.properties file.
– The Build plugin uses the override-guids.properties file to override the GUIDs

for ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION and POLICY entities if it exists.
• Introduced the system property, com.ca.apim.export.bundleCache.maxAgeInSeconds, which you can configure to set

the maximum age of the export bundle cached item that can be reused if the export URL and query matches.

Resolved Issues

The following issue was resolved in this release:

Issue Description
DE500784 Fixed an issue to preserve the sorted order (by name) in

the generated ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION definition
in metadata and bundle files. Previously, though
ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION arguments and results are sorted
by name during export, the order was not intact when it was
loaded for building.

What's New in Version 1.0.4

This release includes the following enhancements:

• Introduced the following system properties:
– com.ca.apim.build.ignoreAnnotations
– com.ca.apim.export.migratePortalIntegrationAssertions

• Changed the default value of the system property, com.ca.apim.export.handleDuplicateNames, from false to true.
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Resolved Issues

The following issues were resolved in this release:

Issue Description
DE486371 Corrected Policy Plugin folder export issues when using HTTP

Option Gateway configuration.
DE488368 Corrected an issue where creating persistent builds was failing

when using multi-module structure.
DE485251 Corrected an issue that caused an error while creating Gateway

configuration bundle with Policy Plugin.
DE486377 Corrected a Policy Plugin export issue to allow exporting Gateway

configuration even when restricted keys are in use.
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API Gateway Policy Plugin Overview

Contents:

Introduction to the Gateway Policy Plugin

The Gateway Policy Plugin helps policy development teams manage the full cycle of policy development. The plugin is
designed to optimize a GitOps-centric Continuous Integration and Continuous Development (CI/CD) workflow. It is offered
as an alternative to the existing documented limitations of what can and cannot be migrated with the Gateway Migration
Utility (GMU) tool alone.

The Plugin is designed to simplify this process in several ways:

• Seamless and easier policy migration and promotion across environments.
• Provides granular control in policy migration, as you can migrate a single policy to a target Gateway.
• Automatic dependency management helps you migrate a policy with all its dependencies.
• Helps enterprises by segregating environment parameters from static policies, ultimately resulting in a consistent

deployment across environments and clusters.
• Metadata generation enables deployment tools to resolve and deploy policies easily.
• Allows Policy Authors to define Gateway configuration (policies and services) offline and deploy to running Gateway(s)

from any source control system like GIT eliminating the need to maintain additional databases.
• Externalization of Gateway policies in a Source Control System enables management of deployment configurations as

code and enables CI/CD.
• Provision multiple Gateways from the same exported configuration.
• Easier to manage as teams and promote policies across environments such as from Development to QA to Staging to

Production.
• Enables simpler APIM artifacts management.
• Works on all Gateway form-factors.

The following diagram explains the overall workflow of Gateway Policy Plugin:
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GMU Tool vs Gateway Policy Plugin

Before the introduction of the Gateway Policy Plugin, the Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) tool was the preferred solution
to migrate Layer7 API Gateway policies, services and entities, if the following conditions were met:

• Your Gateway depends on an external MySQL database
• You only need to migrate a subset of your database

Even with the GMU tool, the migration effort requires careful planning, coordination, and maintenance of mapping
instructions. This is especially true if you are moving large volumes of policies and services from a source Gateway to
multiple target Gateways. Unexpected changes to either the source or target Gateway can throw a completed migration or
migration plan off course.

With the Gateway Policy Plugin, the Gateway migration process is no longer required as policies are treated as code
using the GitOps paradigm. This plugin can also free your development process from an external MySQL database to
store Gateway artifacts, which can become a performance bottleneck for large-scale Gateway implementations. And
because the plugin is based on the Gradle Build Tool, you get to tap into Gradle versatile capabilities.

The following table summarizes a general comparison between the GMU tool and Gateway Policy Plugin:

Feature GMU Tool Gateway Policy Plugin
Provision a New Gateway Yes Yes
Moves Policies and Services between
Gateways

Yes Yes

Moves all entities between Gateways No; see GMU Limitations for more
information.

Only two migration limitations compared
to GMU; see Known Limitations for more
information.
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Migration Templates Required Yes No
External DB Required Yes No
Has a Dependency Management System No Yes
Version Controlled Build Environment
Configuration

No Yes

Supports Continuous and Composite Builds No Yes
CI/CD Ready No Yes

Known Limitations
Be aware of the following limitations when working on your own implementation:

Issue Description
Gateway Entities Some entity values contain sensitive information such as

passwords, and by default, Gateway exports them as encrypted
values instead of plain text. Only Gateway can decrypt these
encrypted values. To avoid the exposure on encryption standards,
these entity values are ignored and only the existence of the entity
is exported.
These entities are:
• Stored Passwords
• Private Keys
For these entities, the export task only creates a file with its names
and other miscellaneous properties. But the actual values must be
specified when providing these entities as environment properties.

Identity Providers Only BIND_ONLY_LDAP (simple LDAP) and Federated identity
providers are supported.

Entity Filenames While exporting the entities, Policy Plugin converts colon (:)
character to hyphen character (-) in the entity filenames.
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Getting Started

Contents:

This section explains how to start from scratch with the API Gateway Policy Plugin.

Before You Begin

The Policy Plugin works with all Gateway form factors. Ensure that you have the following prerequisites ready before
proceeding:

• A Gateway license (license.xml).
• Policy Manager ready to use.
• A running Gateway (v9.4 or later) with a policy to export. You can either use your own existing Gateway or try the

Demo Gateway repository.
• Ensure that RestMan service is published in both the source and target Gateway.
• A Gradle distribution 4.10 for building RestMan bundles.
• Any text editor or an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is needed to edit gateway configuration in

the gradle project.
• Any version control system (VCS). For example, GIT version control.
• Public GIT account to access the sample project https://github.com/CAAPIM

IMPORTANT
This section assumes that you are well versed in creating policies using Layer7 API Gateway Policy Manager. If
not, see Policy Manager documentation and Create a Policy.

Migrate From a Gateway to Target Gateway

Let us see a simple migration use case where you want to migrate policies from a source Gateway to a target Gateway
using Gateway Policy Plugin. This section provides a step-by-step example of how you can use the Gateway Policy Plugin
to export policies from a Gateway, edit the policies, and import it into a target Gateway.

IMPORTANT
If you are new to Gradle/build tools, we recommend that you understand the basics and explore using Gradle
configuration files before starting this migration. For information, see Gradle.

Step 1: Create a Service in API Gateway

NOTE
If you are using demo-gateway repository, skip Step 1 as this policy is already available in the demo-gateway
repository.

First, we will create a policy in the source Gateway that needs to be migrated.

1. Open policy manager and connect to your source Gateway.
2. Create a cluster wide property with key “message” and value “Hello”.
3. Create a folder with the name, helloworld, under the root folder.
4. Create a service inside the helloworld folder.

a. Add Return template response to requestor assertion in the service policy.
b. Add ${gateway.message} in the response body text field. Change Response Content Type to text/plain.
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5. Save the policy and verify the response by invoking the created service.

Step 2: Prepare a Repository for Exporting Policies

On your local machine, run the following command to clone the GatewayPolicyPlugin-Gettingstarted git repository:
https://github.com/CAAPIM/GatewayPolicyPlugin-Gettingstarted

git clone https://github.com/CAAPIM/GatewayPolicyPlugin-Gettingstarted

Change the current directory to GatewayPolicyPlugin-Gettingstarted/GatewayPolicyPlugin-helloworld:

cd GatewayPolicyPlugin-Gettingstarted/GatewayPolicyPlugin-helloworld/
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Step 3: Configure Source Gateway Connection

You must configure the source Gateway connection attributes to be able to export the policy/service. Update the
GatewayConnection section in the build.gradle file that is available in the current directory as shown below:

GatewayConnection {

    url = "https://localhost:18443"

    userName = "admin"

    userPass= "password"

}

Here:

• update localhost with your Gateway host.
• update 18443 with your Gateway https port number.
• update admin with your Gateway admin username.
• update password with your Gateway admin password.

Step 4: Gateway Export Configuration

The GatewayExportConfig section in the build.gradle file that is available in the current directory is as shown below:

GatewayExportConfig {

    folderPath = "/helloworld"

}

Here, folderPath indicates the policy folder that needs to be exported from your Gateway.

Step 5: Export Policies from Gateway

Run the following gradle command to export policies from your Gateway:

gradle clean export

This command creates a folder, src, under your current directory; all the configuration metadata files are created in src/
main/gateway/config folder and all the policy xml files are created in src/main/gateway/policy folder.

Step 6: Edit Policies

In this example, we are updating global-env.properties file. Open the global-env.properties file that is available in the
folder, src/main/gateway/config, and update the value from Hello to Hello world.

Step 7: Add Environment Configuration

You must add environment entities that are available in src/main/gateway/config folder before building Gateway
bundles. These environment values indicate the static and behavior configurations such as JDBC connection, identity
providers, and so on that need to be applied to the target Gateway.

Change directory to GatewayPolicyPlugin-Gettingstarted/GatewayPolicyPlugin-helloworld and add the
EnvironmentConfig section in the build.gradle file to configure the environment as shown below:

GatewaySourceConfig {

   EnvironmentConfig{

       name = "QA"

       includeFolder = file("./src/main/gateway/config")

   }

}
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Here, name is optional and refers to your environment type like QA, DEV, PROD, and so on.

Step 8: Generate the RestMan Bundle

You must create a bundle to deploy the modified entities to the target gateway. Change directory to
GatewayPolicyPlugin-Gettingstarted/GatewayPolicyPlugin-helloworld and run the following gradle command to
generate a bundle from the configuration:

gradle clean build-full-bundle

This command creates the following three files in build/gateway/bundle/:

• helloworld-<version>-full.install.bundle is used for creating policies in the target gateway.
• helloworld-<version>-full.delete.bundle is used for deleting already deployed policies from the target gateway.
• helloworld-<version>-full.metadata.yml file includes information about the generated bundle along with its

dependencies.

Step 9: Deploy Policies to Target Gateway

To deploy the updated policies to a target Gateway, configure the target Gateway properties as shown below:

Add the GatewayImportConnection section in the build.gradle file that is available in the top-level (root) directory as
shown below:

GatewayImportConnection {

   url = "https://targethost:18443"

   userName = "admin"

   userPass= "password"

}

Here, update host, port number, username, and password as per your target Gateway details.

Add the GatewayImportConfig section in the build.gradle file as shown below:

GatewayImportConfig {

   bundles = files("./build/gateway/bundle/helloworld-1.0.0-full.install.bundle")

}

Here, update the install bundle filename that is generated in the build/gateway/bundle folder.

Run the following gradle command to deploy the policies to a target gateway:

gradle import-bundle

What Next?

In the above migration use case, you created a single-module repository using gradle configuration where one policy was
migrated to a target Gateway. You can now try creating a single-module repository using an IDE. For detailed instructions,
see Create Single-Module Repository.

How Gateway Policy Plugin Works

This section assumes that you have basic understanding about Gradle. The Gateway Policy Plugins are Gradle-based
and can be found in the Gradle site here.

• com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-policy-plugin
• com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-export-plugin
• com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-import-plugin
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Update the build.gradle configuration file by adding the following plugins as dependencies. Gradle resolves the plugin,
meaning that it finds the correct version of the plugin in the build.gradle file (it looks at the plugins that are listed in the
dependencies section). Each plugin should be given a script classpath. Once a plugin is resolved from the specified path,
its API is used in a build script.

In the Helloworld example, the build.gradle file is configured with the Gateway Policy plugins as shown below:

// the buildscript block defines how the Gateway project is built and where are the plugins located 

buildscript {

    // the repositories block is where you declare project repositories

    repositories {

        mavenLocal() // search first on local maven

        maven {

            url &quot;https://plugins.gradle.org/m2/&quot; // second in gradle public plugins repository

        }

    }

    // adds the plugins as dependencies

   dependencies {

    // the plus sign makes gradle pull always the latest version of the plugins

    id "com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-policy-plugin" version "<plugin_version>"

    id "com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-export-plugin" version "<plugin_version>"

    id "com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-import-plugin" version "<plugin_version>"

}

repositories {

    // This is needed in order to get dependencies for the environment 

    mavenCentral()

    mavenLocal()

    jcenter()

}

wrapper {

    gradleVersion = '4.10.2'

}

Here, <plugin_version> refers to the exact plugin version. See the gradle plugins page for the supported version number.
Example: 1.0.+

These Gateway Policy plugins allow you to configure Gateway connection, Gateway export configuration, and Gateway
import configuration in the build.gradle file.

NOTE
More information:

• About Gradle
• About Integrated Development Environments (IDE)
• Demo Gateway repository
• Sample repositories
• Create a Single-Module Repository

Try Demo Gateway Repository
To test the API Gateway Policy Plugin, you can use any Gateway form-factor. If you do not have a running Gateway, use
the demo-gateway repository as an existing Gateway to export. You can also use the demo-gateway repository first
to get a basic understanding of the end-to-end workflow.
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NOTE
You may experiment with your own Gateways instead of the provided demo-gateway but note that you
must reconfigure your existing Gateway configuration to work with the Gateway Policy Plugin. For more
information to get your Gateway ready for an export, see Export from API Gateway.

The demo-gateway repository is available here: https://github.com/CAAPIM/demo-gateway

In this example, we are using this repository to boot up a demo container gateway to test out the Gateway Policy Plugin.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you have the following prerequisites ready before proceeding:

• Docker is installed.
• A Gateway license (license.xml)
• Policy Manager is ready to use.
• GIT client.
• Public git account to access https://github.com/CAAPIM/demo-gateway

Set Up the Demo Gateway Repository

The demo gateway repository has docker gateway that is configured in the docker-compose file. Follow these steps to
start the docker gateway:

1. Open a command prompt window and change your current working directory to the location where you would like to
clone the demo-gateway repository.

2. Run the following command to clone the repository and enter the GIT username and password when prompted:
git clone https://github.com/CAAPIM/demo-gateway

3. Copy the gateway license file, license.xml, into the folder: demo-gateway/docker/.
4. Execute the following command from the demo-gateway folder to spin up gateway container:

docker-compose up

NOTE
If docker is not running, execute the following command to start the docker service:
service docker start

5. Use Policy Manager (v9.4) to connect to the container gateway and create policies/encasses.
Enter admin in the User Name field and password in the Password field. Enter Gateway in this format: <machine ip/
host>:<gateway ssl port>.

NOTE
To find the exposed docker gateway SSL port, execute the following command:
docker container ls

Create Single-Module Gateway Repository
A module is defined by a tree of source files with a build.gradle file in the tree root directory. The directory containing the
build.gradle file is called the module root.

A repository contains one or more modules. Repositories are either single-module or multi-module. A single-module
repository includes just one module.

A multi-module repository is a repository that contains multiple modules. It includes a parent module and one or more
child modules. For more information about multi-module repositories, see Multi-Module Example.

Depending on the requirements of your project, create a single-module or a multi-module project:
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• Single-module projects are suitable for simple applications.
• Multi-module projects are for complex tasks such as creating a complex logical structure or providing separate output

for different parts of the project.
– Reuse and share modules
– Build and test modules separately
– Version control each module separately

Start with creating a single-module project first and then add more modules later.

In the Getting Started section, you created a single-module repository using gradle configuration and migrated a policy
from a source Gateway to a target Gateway.

This section explains how to create a single-module repository using an IDE.

NOTE

• Ensure that you use Gradle distribution 4.10
• We are using IntelliJ IDE as an example in this documentation.
• Ensure that you update gradle version in IntelliJ:

a. Open IntelliJ IDE and click File, Settings.
b. In the Settings dialog, expand Build Execution Deployment, Build Tools and click Gradle.
c. In the Gradle projects panel, select Specified Location from the Use Gradle from drop-down list.
d. Browse and select the installed gradle 4.10 folder and click OK, Apply to save.

Single-Module Repository Structure

A single-module repository is structured as shown below:

• A build.gradle configuration file in the root folder
• A settings.gradle configuration file in the root folder

The basic structure of the example single-module project looks as shown below in an IDE:

Create Single-Module Gateway Developer Repository

When you create a project in an IDE, it automatically creates the folders and *.gradle configuration files.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click File, New, Project.
2. Select Gradle in the left navigation pane and clear the Java checkbox in the main window.

3. Click Next and enter the name of the project.
4. (Optional) Expand Artifact Coordinates to provide an artifact group name like a company domain and modify the

version of the new project. By default, the version field is specified automatically.
5. Click Finish to create the root folder.
6. Configure the root folder's build.gradle file (sample file here) and add the Gateway Policy Plugins as shown below:
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See the gradle plugins page for the supported version number. Example: 1.0.+
7. Configure the project name in the settings.gradle file as shown below:

8. To export the policies from the Gateway folder, configure Gateway export configuration in the build.gradle file:
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Here, update host, port number, username, and password as per your source Gateway details.
9. Execute gradle tasks in IDE as explained in the below section.

Run Gradle Tasks in IDE

You must create Gradle Run Configurations to execute gradle tasks in an IDE.

1. In the IDE main window, click Run, Run... to open the Run dialog. Click Edit Configurations to open the Run/Debug
Configurations dialog.

2. Click '+' icon and select Gradle from the Add New Configuration drop-down list. In the Configuration tab, click on
the folder icon for Gradle project field and select your gradle project from the drop-down list.

3. Add "clean export" gradle task in the Tasks field as shown below and click Run:
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The export task is run and the newly created gradle run configuration is listed under Run Configurations in the
Gradle Tool Window. This command creates a folder, src, under your current directory; all the configuration metadata
files are created in src/main/gateway/config folder and all the policy xml files are created in src/main/gateway/
policy folder.

4. To edit this policy, open the global-env.properties file that is available in the folder, src/main/gateway/config, and
update the value from Hello to Hello world.

5. To configure the environment, add the EnvironmentConfig section in the build.gradle file as shown below:

6. In the IDE main window, click Run, Edit Configurations to open the Run/Debug Configurations dialog. Add a new
run configuration as explained in the steps above for generating a bundle.

7. Add "clean build-full-bundle" gradle task in the Tasks field and click Run.
This task generates a full bundle from the configuration to deploy the modified entities to the target Gateway.

8. Add the GatewayImportConnection section and the GatewayImportConfig section in the build.gradle file as shown
below:

Here, update host, port number, username, and password as per your target Gateway details. Update the install
bundle filename that is generated in the
build/gateway/bundle folder.

9. In the IDE main window, click Run, Edit Configurations to open the Run/Debug Configurations dialog. Add a new
configuration as explained in the steps above to deploy the policies to the target Gateway.

10. Add "import-bundle" gradle task in the Tasks field and click Run.
The policies are deployed to the target Gateway.

NOTE
Once the Run Configurations are set, you can just click the respective configuration to run the task later if
needed.

Now that you are comfortable working with single-module repositories, you can start exploring advanced use cases
that have multiple artifacts to be created or deployed. A multi-module project helps you create interdependent build
modules.

For more information about multi-module projects, see Set Up Gateway Developer Repository.
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Set Up Gateway Developer Repository

Contents:

The migration example in the Getting Started section uses a single-module repository with a single build.gradle file but a
real-time Enterprise application may have many policies that cannot be put into a single monolithic repository.

We find it easier to digest and understand a project that has been split into smaller, inter-dependent modules. Gradle
supports this use case with multi-project builds and enables Policy Authors to create interdependent build modules. Multi-
project builds helps you organize your project when you have multiple artifacts to be created or deployed.

If you intend to modularize policies/services, create a multi-module repository as explained in this section. You can
maintain all common policies in a common module and can create dependency among the common modules. This
structure helps you categorize and maintain the policies in a modular way.

For example, the following illustration shows Services sub-module that has a dependency on Common sub-module. The
Common sub-module includes a BasicAuth encapsulated assertion that can be used for basic authentication against a
simple LDAP identity provider. The Services sub-module has pet store services and these services use the BasicAuth
encapsulated assertion from Common sub-module as basic authentication is required before routing to the backend
service.

NOTE

• As multi-module projects include multiple folders and files, we recommend you to use an Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) for ease of use. An IDE built-in features may help you get things done
in a streamlined way compared to using text editors. We are using IntelliJ IDE as an example in this
documentation.

• Ensure that you use Gradle distribution 4.10
• Ensure that you update gradle version in IntelliJ:

a. Open IntelliJ IDE and click File, Settings.
b. In the Settings dialog, expand Build Execution Deployment, Build Tools and click Gradle.
c. In the Gradle projects panel, select Specified Location from the Use Gradle from drop-down list.
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d. Browse and select the installed gradle 4.10 folder and click OK, Apply to save.

Multi-Module Repository Structure

A multi-module repository is structured as shown below:

• A build.gradle configuration file in the root folder
• A settings.gradle configuration file in the root folder
• Child projects with their own build.gradle and settings.gradle configuration files in each sub-folder

The basic structure of the example multi-module project looks as shown below in an IDE:

In this example, it includes two sub-folders common and services with their own set of *.gradle files. The settings.gradle
file in the root folder conveys to Gradle how the project and sub-projects are structured.

The following image shows the example multi-module project root folder settings.gradle file configuration:

The build.gradle file in the root folder is often used to share common configuration between the child projects like applying
the same sets of plugins and dependencies to all the child projects. You can also use it to configure individual child
projects when it is preferable to have all the configuration in one place.
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Define Dependencies

If you have inter-dependent modules, define dependency between the modules by configuring the dependencies in the
sub-project build.gradle file. The example multi-module project defines dependency in services/build.gradle file as
shown below:

dependencies {

    bundle project(":common")

}

This dependency definition conveys to Gradle that the sub-project services uses artifacts that are generated out of the
sub-project common.

Create Multi-Module Gateway Developer Repository

Let us consider a use case where you must create a multi-module project (see the link for Pet Store multi-module
example) with two sub-modules, common and services.

The common sub-module includes a BasicAuth encapsulated assertion that can be used for basic authentication against
a simple LDAP identity provider. The services sub-module has pet store services and these services use the BasicAuth
encapsulated assertion from common sub-module as basic authentication is required before routing to the backend
service.

In this use case, we modify the common sub-module policy and deploy the policy back to the same Gateway so that the
services that are using the common sub-module policy have the updated policy. We do not have to modify any of the
services but we can still push the common changes to the Gateway. The benefit of creating such interdependent modules
is we need to modify and deploy only the updated artifacts.

Similarly, prepare your Gateway with all the common dependencies such as encapsulated assertions in the common
folder and all the services in services folder.
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NOTE
If you use an IDE to create a multi-module repository, the IDE automatically creates the folders and *.gradle
configuration files.

Follow these steps using an IDE:

1. Create multi-module repository using an IDE:
a. Click File, New, Project.
b. Select Gradle in the left navigation pane and clear the Java checkbox in the main window.
c. Click Next and enter the name of the project.
d. (Optional) Expand Artifact Coordinates to provide an artifact group name like a company domain and modify the

version of the new project. By default, the version field is specified automatically.
e. Click Finish to create the root folder.
f. Right-click the root folder and click New, Module.
g. Clear the Java checkbox and click Next.
h. Enter the sub-module project name as common and click Finish.
i. Add the services sub-module by repeating steps f, g, and h.

2. Configure the services sub-module dependency on common sub-module policy by adding the following configuration
in the services build.gradle file:
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3. Configure the root folder build.gradle file (see sample here) and add the Gateway Policy Plugins as shown below.
This file has all the common configurations that are defined for all the sub-modules.
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See the gradle plugins page for the supported version number. Example: 1.0.+
In the GatewayConnection section, update host, port number, username, and password as per your source Gateway
details.

4. Configure Gateway export configuration in both the sub-modules to export the policies from the respective Gateway
folder:
For example, to export policies in the common module, configure as shown below in common/build.gradle.

5. Create Gradle Run Configurations to execute gradle tasks. In the IDE main window, click Run, Run... to open the Run
dialog. Click Edit Configurations to open the Run/Debug Configurations dialog.

6. Click '+' icon and select Gradle from the Add New Configuration drop-down list. In the Configuration tab, click on
the folder icon for Gradle project field and select your parent gradle project from the drop-down list.

7. Add "clean export" gradle task in the Tasks field as shown below and click Run.
NOTE

Any gradle task that is executed on the root folder triggers the gradle task for all the sub-modules as well. In
the multi-module project example, if we execute the "gradle export" command on the root folder, it executes
the same command in the services module as well as the common module.

If you need to execute gradle tasks only for the common sub-module, select the command sub-module in
the gradle project drop-down list in Run/Debug Configurations dialog.

NOTE
When you export policies to a sub-module that has dependency on any of the encass/policies in another
sub-module, a missing-entities.yml file is created in the config folder. You can either delete or ignore this
file as the dependency is already created on common sub-module from service sub-module:
dependencies {    

    bundle project(":<sub-module>")

}

The export task is run and the newly created gradle run configuration is listed under Run Configurations in the
Gradle Tool Window. This command creates a folder, src, under each sub-module directory; all the configuration
metadata files are created in src/main/gateway/config folder and all the policy xml files are created in src/main/
gateway/policy folder.
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8. Edit policies in the common sub-module. If you are following the Pet Store multi-module repository example, you
can update the common sub-module policy by changing LDAP URL in the src/main/gateway/config/identity-
providers.yml configuration file. Deploy only the modified common policies back to the original Gateway so that all the
services using this common policy have the modified basic authentication.

9. After modifying the configuration file, add environment entities that are available in src/main/gateway/config folder
before building Gateway bundles. These environment values indicate the static and behavior configurations such as
identity providers that must be applied to the target Gateway.
To configure the environment, add the EnvironmentConfig section in the common modules build.gradle file as only
this sub-module was modified:

10. In the IDE main window, click Run, Edit Configurations to open the Run/Debug Configurations dialog. Add a new
run configuration for the common sub-module for generating a bundle.

11. Add "clean build-full-bundle" gradle task in the Tasks field and click Run.
This task generates a full bundle from the configuration to deploy the modified entities to the Gateway.

12. Add the GatewayImportConnection section and the GatewayImportConfig section in the common sub-module
build.gradle files as shown below. The bundle name is this format: <filename>-1.0.0-full.install.bundle
As this use case is about modifying Gateway configuration offline to running Gateway, the modified Gateway
configuration must be deployed back to the same Gateway.

NOTE
You can deploy these policies to QA or Test Gateway for testing before promoting the changes
to PROD Gateway.

Here, update host, port number, username, and password as per your Gateway details. Update the install bundle
filename that is generated in the
build/gateway/bundle folder.

13. In the IDE main window, click Run, Edit Configurations to open the Run/Debug Configurations dialog. Add a new
run configuration as explained in the steps above to deploy the policies to the Gateway.

14. Add "import-bundle" gradle task in the Tasks field and click Run.
The modified common policies are deployed to the Gateway. All the services in the Gateway automatically refer to the
modified common policies. 
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NOTE
Once the Run Configurations are set, you can just click the respective configuration to run the task later if
needed.

NOTE
Next: To understand the types of bundles you can generate, see Create Bundles.
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Edit Policies

Gateway configuration includes the following categories:

• Code: This category includes policy, encapsulated assertion, service, modular assertion, custom assertion, external or
third-party Java libraries.

• Config or Environment: This category includes everything except for code such as licenses, node properties, system
properties, cluster properties, listen ports, private keys, certificates, passwords, JDBC connections, and so on.

For each exported entity type, a configuration yml file is created in the config folder like policies.yml, service.yml,
encass.yml, jdbc-connections.yml, and so on. You can modify the configuration of these entities by editing any of the
respective files like jdbc connection URL change for an entity that is present in the jdbc-connections.yml file. For more
information about these yml configuration files, see Gateway Solutions Directory.

After you modify the entities, create a new bundle to deploy the modified entities to a target Gateway. For more
information, see Deploy Bundles to Target Gateway.
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Create Bundles

Contents:

A bundle is a RESTMAN deployable XML artifact that contains gateway entities. For each exported entity type, a
configuration yml file is created in the config folder like policies.yml, service.yml, encass.yml, jdbc-connections.yml. You
can modify the configuration of these entities by editing any of these files like jdbc connection url change for an entity
present in the jdbc-connections.yml file. Create a bundle to deploy the modified entities to your target gateway.

Bundle Types

Gateway Policy Plugin supports building bundles for Gateway-only and Portal-managed Gateway deployments. These
bundles can be categorized as shown below:

• SERVICE: Contains service (Web API or SOAP) definition along with its service policy dependencies. 
• ENCAPSULATED ASSERTION: Contains encapsulated assertion along with its encass policy dependencies.
• ENVIRONMENT: Contains environment configuration entities.
• ALL: Contains everything.

NOTE
You can generate all the bundle types only if you use annotations as specified, except for ALL bundle type.

Build Bundles

You can create bundles for the entities that are available in the gradle project src folder. Execute the following gradle
tasks for creating different type of bundles:

• Deployment Bundle: Deployment bundle contains only gateway code entities like Policy, Encapsulated Assertion, and
Service. Execute the following gradle task for generating deployment bundle:
gradle clean build-bundle

• Environment Bundle: Environment bundle contains only Gateway data entities like Passwords, JDBC Connections,
JMS Connections, ID Providers, and so on. Execute the following gradle task for generating a bundle containing only
environment entities:
gradle clean build-environment-bundle

This task takes the environment entities from EnvironmentConfig that is defined in the build.gradle file:
GatewaySourceConfig {

    EnvironmentConfig {

        name = "<Configuration Name>",

        includeFolder = file("src/main/gateway/<configfolder>"),

        map = [

          "<ENTITY_TYPE>.<ENTITY_NAME>" = "Entity Value",

          "<ENTITY_TYPE>.<ENTITY_NAME>" = file("./src/main/gateway/<configfolder>/<entityconfigfile>"),

          "<ENTITY_TYPE>" = file("./src/main/gateway/<configfolder>/<entityconfigfile>")

        ]

    }

}

NOTE
To configure the environment, see Environment Configuration.

• Full Bundle: Full bundle contains all the entities that are available in the gradle project src folder. Execute the
following gradle task for generating a bundle that contains both policy entities as well as environment entities:
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gradle clean build-full-bundle

This task takes the environment entities from EnvironmentConfig that is defined in the build.gradle file.
NOTE

To configure the environment, see Environment Configuration.

To generate bundles with your choice of entity mapping action, configure the system property,
com.ca.apim.build.defaultEntityMappingAction.

Unique naming of the environment entities is enabled by default. To disable unique naming, configure the
system property, com.ca.apim.build.disableEnvironmentEntityUniqueNaming.

See System Properties for more information.

NOTE
For more Gateway Policy Plugin tasks, see Additional Gateway Policy Plugin Tasks.

The Gateway Policy Plugin builds bundles and generates the following artifacts via the build-bundle and build-
environment-bundle tasks:

• <name>-<version>.metadata.yml: Includes information about the generated bundle along with its dependencies.
• <name>-<version>.install.bundle: Packages policies, encass, services, and other gateway entities.
• <name>-<version>.delete.bundle: Undeploys the bundle.
• <name>-<version>-full.{install|delete}.bundle: (install) Packages both policy and environment-specific entities.

(delete) Undeploys the full bundle.
• <name>-environment-<version>.{install|delete}.bundle: Includes environment-specific entities.

Create Full Bundle or Separate Bundles

You can either create a single full bundle or create separate bundles for policies and environments when you want to
decouple the environment from policy and maintain multiple environments for a set of policies. So, bundles may contain
policy-specific entities, environment-specific entities, or both.

A policy bundle can have zero or more environment bundles. Each environment bundle may correspond to the
deployment stages.

Examples:

sample-1.0.00.metadata.yml
sample-1.0.00.install.bundle
sample-1.0.00.delete.bundle

sample-environment-1.0.00.metadata.yml
sample-environment-1.0.00.install.bundle
sample-environment-1.0.00.delete.bundle

sample-1.0.00.metadata.yml
sample-1.0.00-full.install.bundle
sample-1.0.00-full.delete.bundle

Add Bundle Dependencies

You can depend on other bundles by adding a bundle dependency. For example:
dependencies {

    bundle group: 'my-bundle', name: 'my-bundle', version: '1.0.00', ext: 'bundle'

}
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The above example adds a dependency on a bundle called 'my-bundle'. You can now reference encapsulated assertions
and policies from the dependent bundles. Note that the ext: 'bundle' is required to specify that the bundle file extension
is .bundle. Policies within the dependency bundle can be overridden by local policies in the repository. As an example
if there is a policy under 'my-bundle/my-bundle-extension' in the repository, it takes precedence over the policy in 'my-
bundle'. You can add dependencies on bundles that are produced by other modules within the same repository. For
example, PolicyFolder1 and PolicyFolder2 are two gradle modules and the module containing the below build.gradle file,
has dependency on 'PolicyFolder1' and 'PolicyFolder2' bundles.
dependencies {

   bundle project(':PolicyFolder1')

   bundle project(':PolicyFolder2')

}

Deploy to a Specific Folder

You can also create a bundle to deploy the policies/services to a specified target folder using the following configuration. If
the target gateway does not contain the specified target folder, a new folder is created.
GatewaySourceConfig {    

    targetFolderPath = "<Folder Path>"

}

Bundle Metadata

Gateway Policy Plugin generates metadata such as basic details like name, version, tags, and defined entities,
environment dependencies, and other dependencies for each annotated entity along with the deployment bundle. You
need not modify this metadata. This metadata helps any deployment tool in understanding the generated bundle and
deploying it. From bundle metadata, a deployer can get information such as bundle dependencies, where it needs to
deploy the dependent bundle before deploying the bundle, and so on.

Example:
metaVersion: 1.0

name: <bundle-name> # See Naming convention

groupName: <group-name> # Gradle project group name

portalTemplate: true|false # Marks the bundle as a portal-friendly reusable template

moduleName: <module-name> # Gradle project module name    

version: <version> # Gradle project version

timestamp: <unix-epoch-time-in-seconds>

type: SERVICE|ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION|POLICY|ALL # "ALL" represents the Full Bundle. Contains multiple entities

 in "definedEntities"

tags:

- routing

- audit

- <any>

description: <bundle-description> # If description is not present in the @bundle annotation, fallback to

 entity description.

shared: true|false  # Always false for service typed bundles, else always true

l7Template: true|false # whether given bundle is portal friendly reusable template or not        

redeployable: true|false

hasRouting: true|false

definedEntities: # For annotated bundles, this will contain only 1 entity

- type: ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION|POLICY|SERVICE

  name: <defined-entity-name>

  id: <goid>
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  guid: <guid>

  uri: <service-uri> # applicable to SERVICE

  soap: true|false # applicable to SERVICE

  arguments: # applicable to both ENCAS and POLICY

  - type: string|int|boolean|...

    name: <arg-name>

    requireExplicit: <gui-prompt>

    label: <arg-label>

  results: # applicable to both ENCAS and POLICY

  - type: string|int|boolean|...

    name: <result-name>

referencedEntities:

- type: CLUSTER_PROPERTY|SECURE_PASSWORD|JDBC_CONNECTION|...

  name: <config-entity-name>

dependencies:

- type: bundle

  name: <dependent-bundle-name>

  groupName: <dependent-bundle-group-name>

  version: <dependent-bundle-version> # optional

NOTE
If you are exporting a configuration from earlier versions of Gateway such as v9.4 or v10.0, the hasRouting
attribute defaults to false for a policy as it is not included in the exported bundle.

You can use annotations to mark entities in the configuration files and generate bundles per policy/service. This method
provides granular control over which policy/service to deploy.

Mark Configuration Files to Facilitate per Policy Bundle Generation
This section explains how to use annotations. Annotations facilitate per policy bundle generation from the exported
Gateway configuration. This method provides granular control over which policy/service to deploy.

Policy Administrators can mark entities in the configuration files (services.yml or encass.yml or policies.yml) using certain
annotations that are defined for guiding the bundle generation from Gateway Policy Plugin. You can use these annotations
on the following entities in the respective configuration files (*.yml):

• Encapsulated Assertion
• Service

Gateway Policy Plugin generates a separate bundle for each annotated entity.

l7Template is a property that you can define as part of an encapsulated assertion entity configuration file. This property
specifies if the bundle is portal-friendly reusable template. This property is applicable only for encapsulated assertion
entity configuration (encass.yml).

Supported annotations are as follows:

• @bundle: Generates a self-contained bundle, for promoting reusable templates.
• @bundle-hints: Generates a separate bundle for the selected entity along with its dependent entities. This annotation

includes the following attributes:
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– id: Specifies the GOID of the annotated entity that is included in the bundle.
– guid: Specifies the GUID of the annotated entity that is included in the bundle.
– name: Specifies the name of the bundle. If not specified, the name is derived from the entity that is annotated.
– description: Specifies the bundle description. If not specified, description is derived from the entity that is

annotated.
– tags: Specifies the array of tags that are used to categorize the bundle such as access control, routing, and so on.

• @shared: Marks an entity as shared across bundles.
• @redeployable: Marks the bundle as re-deployable, which means the same bundle can be deployed again.
• @exclude: Excludes an entity from being packaged.

NOTE

• All the annotations are supported for encass bundles.
• id and guid in @bundle-hints are effective on policy and encass only if they are Shared.
• @shared cannot be applied at root entity having @bundle.

To define the annotation on a specific gateway entity, navigate to the respective configuration file (encass.yml or
services.yml) and look for the gateway entity and add the annotation as shown below:
annotations:

- "@bundle"

Example:
annotations:

- "@bundle"

- type: "@bundle-hints"

  name: <bundle_name>

  description: <bundle_description>

  tags:

  - “access control”

  - “<any>”

  id: <goid>

  guid: <guid>

The <name> in the bundle (<name>-<version>-*.*.bundle) is derived from the @bundle annotation. When a name is not
provided in the bundle, the <gradle-project-name>-<entity-name> is included in the bundle name.

The build-bundle task generates a bundle for the annotated entity along with all its dependent entities. This task ignores
all other non-annotated entities (except the dependent entities) when generating the bundle for the annotated entity. The
example GatewayPolicyPlugin-multimodule repository has encasses defined in the common sub-module and services
that are defined in the services sub-module. We can annotate the entities as shown in the following examples.

The annotated encass is shown below:
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The annotated service is shown below:
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Deploy Bundles to Target Gateway

You can deploy the bundles using Gateway Import Plugin after creating bundles. The Gateway Import Plugin allows you
to install any bundle file to a currently running gateway. The plugin picks the specified bundle as a parameter and invokes
RestMan on the target specified gateway.

Set Gateway Import Connection Properties

Specify Gateway import connection properties to import bundles to a gateway. The following code snippet shows the
GatewayImportConfig and GatewayConnection configuration. If userName and userPass are not specified, it is
defaulted to admin and password respectively.

GatewayImportConfig {

    bundles = files(<bundles to be deployed>)

}

    

GatewayConnection {

    url = 'https://localhost:8443/restman'

    userName = 'admin'

    userPass = 'password'

}

Using the Gateway Import Plugin

The plugin adds the following task:

import-bundle: This task imports a bundle file into the gateway that is specified using the configuration from
GatewayImportConfig.

Sample

Here is an example of usage mixing the import task with the environment configuration. In this example, it is possible to
see usage for building a bundle, applying environment, and uploading to an existing gateway instance.
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Environment Configuration

Environment Values

When a deployment bundle is built, it contains the behavior and static configurations to be applied to a Gateway. Because
the configuration is static, you can think of it as code. On the other hand, a deployment bundle does not contain any
environment values because such values are non-static and dependent on the environment. For example, it would not
contain the database credentials for a database because the credentials would be different in different environments.

Types of environment-sensitive values include:

• global(cluster) properties
• context variables
• service properties
• JDBC connections
• JMS destinations
• listen ports
• identity providers
• passwords
• certificates
• private keys, and so on

If your Gateway solution requires environment values, the need for them is added to the deployment bundle but they do
not have any values.

NOTE
For more information about dependencies and example for each environment value, see Directory Organization.

NOTE
Only BIND_ONLY_LDAP (simple LDAP) and Federated identity providers are supported in Gateway Policy
Plugin.

Provide Environment Using Gradle Configuration
You can provide environment values using gradle configuration that is specified into the build.gradle file to configure the
environment when generating full bundles or environment bundles. This method is intended to be used for generating
'offline' environment bundles that can be distributed and deployed to other Gateway form factors.

You can generate multiple environment bundles for same policies and so you can specify the config folder and the bundle
is created for the environment in the specified folder. Update the configuration information as suggested below in the
build.gradle file.

If you want to add all the environment configuration entities from the config folder, use includeFolder in the
EnvironmentConfig section as shown below:

GatewaySourceConfig {

    EnvironmentConfig {

        name = "<Configuration Name>",

        includeFolder = file("src/main/gateway/<configfolder>"),

    }

}
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If you want to add specific environment configuration entity from the config folder, then map the entity details in the
EnvironmentConfig section as shown below:

GatewaySourceConfig {

    EnvironmentConfig {

        name = "<Configuration Name>",

        map = [

          "<ENTITY_TYPE>.<ENTITY_NAME>" = "Entity Value",

          "<ENTITY_TYPE>.<ENTITY_NAME>" = file("./src/main/gateway/<configfolder>/<entityconfigfile>"),

          "<ENTITY_TYPE>" = file("./src/main/gateway/<configfolder>/<entityconfigfile>")

        ]

    }

}

NOTE
The statement ""<ENTITY_TYPE>" = file("./src/main/gateway/<configfolder>/<entityconfigfile>")" loads all
the entities from the configuration file.

Example: See the following build.gradle section specifying EnvironmentConfig into GatewaySourceConfig:

GatewaySourceConfig {

    EnvironmentConfig {

        name = "qa",

        includeFolder = Directory("src/main/gateway/config"),

        map = [

        "PASSWORD.somePassword": "a_secure_password",

        "IDENTITY_PROVIDER.Your IDP": file("./src/main/gateway/config/identity-providers.yml"),

        "JDBC_CONNECTION.Your DB": file("./src/main/gateway/config/jdbc-connections.yml")

        "CERTIFICATE_FILE.certificate.pem": "-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----\n" +

                "        YOUR CERTIFICATE CONTENT\n" +

                "        -----END CERTIFICATE-----",

        "CERTIFICATE.certificate": "{\n" +

                "        \"verifyHostname\": false,\n" +

                "        \"trustedForSsl\": false,\n" +

                "        \"trustedAsSamlAttestingEntity\": false,\n" +

                "        \"trustAnchor\": false,\n" +

                "        \"revocationCheckingEnabled\": false,\n" +

                "        \"trustedForSigningClientCerts\": false,\n" +

                "        \"trustedForSigningServerCerts\": false,\n" +

                "        \"trustedAsSamlIssuer\": false\n" +

                "      }"

        ]

    }

}

The configuration follows the same format that is defined for each type of entity, and it may be specified directly into the
gradle file, or it may refer to a yaml or json file that contains the configuration. When using files, the files are not limited to
a single entity and may have multiple entity configurations. All the required entities are loaded.

Migration Examples

The following migration examples help you understand how to migrate environment configuration to a target Gateway:
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• Private Keys
• Cluster Properties
• Trusted Certificates
• Stored Passwords

Environment Entities Naming Convention
When an Environment Entity is migrated to the target Gateway, the name of the migrated entity is in the following format:

• ::<namespace>::<name>::<version>
– ::<groupName>::<entityName>::<majorVersion>.<minorVersion>

For example:

• ::com.example::common-environment::1.0

Configure the system property, com.ca.apim.build.disableEnvironmentEntityUniqueNaming, to enable unique
naming of the environment entities. See System Properties for more information.You cannot apply unique names to the
following environment entities:

• ClusterProperty
• PrivateKey
• ListenPort
• ScheduledTask
• StoredPassword
• TrustedCert

Migrate Private Keys
This section explains how to migrate Private Keys from source Gateway to target Gateway.

Follow these steps:

1. Export Private Keys from source Gateway.

1. Configure GatewayExportConfig in the build.gradle file as shown below:
GatewayExportConfig {

   exportEntities = [

       privateKeys: [ "test"]

         ]

}

In the above configuration, the private key alias name is test. Replace this value with the name of the key that you
want to migrate.

2. Execute the following gradle command to export the private key configuration:
gradle clean export

This command exports only private key properties into the src/main/gateway/config/private-keys.yml file, but the
actual value of the private key is not exported.

3. Export the private key .p12 file from Gateway using Policy Manager.
4. Create privateKeys folder under the gradle project folder src/main/gateway/config/ and copy the exported .p12

file to src/main/gateway/config/privateKeys folder.
5. Update keypassword value in src/main/gateway/config/private-keys.yml.

2. Configure the Environment for creating an environment bundle.  To migrate Private Keys, provide the private keys
files (.p12) and the key metadata (yml) in the variables, PRIVATE_KEY and PRIVATE_KEY_FILE, as part of the
EnvironmentConfig section as shown below:
a. Add the following EnvironmentConfig section in the build.gradle file as shown below:
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EnvironmentConfig{

    name="privateKeyExample"

    map=[

            "PRIVATE_KEY.test": file("./src/main/gateway/config/private-keys.yml"),

            "PRIVATE_KEY_FILE.test.p12": file("./src/main/gateway/config/privateKeys/test.p12")

    ]

}

In the above configuration, update private key alias name test. The alias name and the .p12 filename must be the
same.

3. Build the environment bundle.
a. Execute the following gradle command to create an environment bundle for private keys:

gradle clean build-environment-bundle

This command creates <filename>.install.bundle and <filename>.privatekey.
4. Deploy private keys to target Gateway. RestMan does not support private key import using bundle, there is a separate

endpoint for importing private keys using RestMan. Gateway Policy Plugin supports bundle deployments using only
bundle endpoint (restman/1.0/bundle).
a. Use RestMan to deploy private keys to target Gateway:

POST https://targethost:8443/restman/1.0/privateKeys/{id}/import

Here, replace {id} with the private key ID that is present in the install bundle. Use .privatekey contents as post
body.

b. After the .p12 file is deployed, you can update the properties of the private key using install bundle.
c. Use RestMan to deploy the install bundle to the target Gateway.

The Private Keys are migrated to the target Gateway.

Migrate Cluster Properties
This section explains how to migrate Cluster Properties from source Gateway to target Gateway.

NOTE
The cluster property, cluster.hostname, is a protected entity and it is not exported during an export task.

Follow these steps:

1. Export Cluster Properties from source Gateway.
a. Configure GatewayExportConfig in the build.gradle file as shown below:

GatewayExportConfig {

   exportEntities = [

       clusterProperties: [ "http.host"]

         ]

}

In the above configuration, the cluster property name is http.host. Replace this value with the name of the property
that you want to migrate.

b. Execute the following gradle command to export the cluster properties configuration:
gradle clean export

This command exports cluster properties into the src/main/gateway/config/global-env.properties file.
2. Configure the Environment for creating an environment bundle.

a. Add the following EnvironmentConfig section in the build.gradle file as shown below:
EnvironmentConfig{

    name="clusterPropertyExample"

    map=[

            "PROPERTY": file("./src/main/gateway/config/global-env.properties")
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    ]

}

3. Build the environment bundle.
a. Execute the following gradle command to create an environment bundle for cluster properties:

gradle clean build-environment-bundle

This command creates <filename>.install.bundle.
4. Deploy cluster properties to target Gateway.

a. Configure GatewayImportConnection and GatewayImportConfig sections in the build.gradle file as shown
below:
GatewayImportConnection {

   url = "https://targethost:8443"

   userName = "admin"

   userPass= "password"

}

GatewayImportConfig {

   bundles = files("./build/gateway/bundle/helloworld-environment-1.0.0-

clusterPropertyExample.install.bundle")

}

Here, update host, port, username, and password of the target Gateway.
b. Update the install bundle filename.
c. Execute the following gradle command to deploy cluster properties to the target Gateway:

gradle import-bundle

The cluster properties are migrated to the target Gateway.

Migrate Trusted Certificates
This section explains how to migrate Trusted Certificates from source Gateway to target Gateway.

Follow these steps:

1. Export Trusted Certificates from source Gateway.
a. Configure GatewayExportConfig in the build.gradle file as shown below:

GatewayExportConfig {

   exportEntities = [

       certificates: [ "www.google.com"]

         ]

}

In the above configuration, the certificate filename is www.google.com. Replace this value with the filename of the
certificate that you wish to migrate.

b. Execute the following gradle command to export the certificate configuration:
gradle clean export

This command exports certificates into the src/main/gateway/config/trusted-certs.yml file and the certificate files
in to src/main/gateway/config/certificates/.

2. Configure the Environment for creating an environment bundle.
a. Add the following EnvironmentConfig section in the build.gradle file as shown below:

EnvironmentConfig{

    name="CertificateExample"

    map = ["CERTIFICATE.www.google.com":file("./src/main/gateway/config/trusted-certs.yml"),

           "CERTIFICATE_FILE.www.google.com.pem":file("./src/main/gateway/config/certificates/

www.google.com.pem")]
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}

In the above configuration, update certificate filename.
3. Build the environment bundle.

a. Execute the following gradle command to create an environment bundle for certificates:
gradle clean build-environment-bundle

This command creates <filename>.install.bundle.
4. Deploy certificates to target Gateway.

a. Configure GatewayImportConnection and GatewayImportConfig sections in the build.gradle file as shown
below:
GatewayImportConnection {

   url = "https://targethost:8443"

   userName = "admin"

   userPass= "password"

}

GatewayImportConfig {

   bundles = files("./build/gateway/bundle/helloworld-environment-1.0.0-

CertificateExample.install.bundle")

}

Here, update host, port, username, and password of the target Gateway.
b. Update the install bundle filename.
c. Execute the following gradle command to deploy certificates to the target Gateway:

gradle import-bundle

The Trusted Certificates are migrated to the target Gateway.

Migrate Stored Passwords

This section explains how to migrate Stored Passwords from source Gateway to target Gateway.

Follow these steps:

1. Export passwords from source Gateway.
a. Configure GatewayExportConfig in the build.gradle file as shown below:

GatewayExportConfig {

   exportEntities = [

       passwords: [ "pets-db-password"]

         ]

}

In the above configuration, the password name is pets-db-password. Replace this value with the name of the
password that you want to migrate.

b. Execute the following gradle command to export the password configuration:
gradle clean export

This command exports passwords into the src/main/gateway/config/stored-passwords.properties file. The
values are not exported and you must update it manually in the file.

2. Configure the Environment for creating an environment bundle.
a. Add the following EnvironmentConfig section in the build.gradle file as shown below:

EnvironmentConfig{

    name="passwordExample"

    map=[

            "PASSWORD.pets-db-password": file("./src/main/gateway/config/stored-passwords.properties")

    ]
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}

3. Build the environment bundle.
a. Execute the following gradle command to create an environment bundle for password properties:

gradle clean build-environment-bundle

This command creates <filename>.install.bundle.
4. Deploy passwords to target Gateway.

a. Configure GatewayImportConnection and GatewayImportConfig sections in the build.gradle file as shown
below:
GatewayImportConnection {

   url = "https://targethost:8443"

   userName = "admin"

   userPass= "password"

}

GatewayImportConfig {

   bundles = files("./build/gateway/bundle/helloworld-environment-1.0.0-

passwordExample.install.bundle")

}

Here, update host, port, username, and password of the target Gateway.
b. Update the install bundle filename.
c. Execute the following gradle command to deploy password properties to the target Gateway:

gradle import-bundle

The Stored Passwords are migrated to the target Gateway.

Provide Environment Values Using Other Methods
For a Gateway container form factor, you can provide the environment in the following ways:

• Via Environment Variables
• Via Files on Disk

Provide Environment via Environment Variables

You can provide values for the different environment properties using Environment variables.

Usage

Our convention is that environment properties for the Layer7 API Gateway are prefixed with ENV.<TYPE>., where,
<TYPE> is the type of environment property.

For example: To set a global property, pass an environment variable as shown: docker run -e ENV.PROPERTY.my-
global-property='foo' caapim/gateway

For complex properties like Identity Providers: the property value can either be the traditional entity xml, the newer yml, or
json representation. The property key is prefixed with the entity type: ENV.IDENTITY_PROVIDER.myLDAP.

For example:
ENV.IDENTITY_PROVIDER.myLDAP='{

                                 "type": "BIND_ONLY_LDAP",

                                 "properties": {

                                   "key1": "value1",

                                   "key2": "value2"

                                 },

                                 "identityProviderDetail": {
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                                   "serverUrls": [

                                     "ldap://host:port",

                                     "ldap://host:port2"

                                   ],

                                   "useSslClientAuthentication": false,

                                   "bindPatternPrefix": "somePrefix",

                                   "bindPatternSuffix": "someSuffix"

                                 }

                               }'

There are also properties that are binary like in the case of private keys. These values are passed as base64'd values.

Provide Environment via Files on Disk

Another way to provide the environment is by providing it as files on disk. These files are in: /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/
node/default/etc/bootstrap/env. This directory has the same configuration files as you would see in the src/main/
gateway/config directory.

Usage

For example, to provide a JDBC configuration, you could mount the jdbc-connections.yml file to /opt/SecureSpan/
Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/env/jdbc-connections.yml.

Provide Environment Using Both the Methods

You can mix both the above methods to provide environment values. If you are using both methods and there is a
value that is specified from both environment properties and in a configuration file, then the value from the environment
properties is preferred.

Examples: See the following docker-compose file:
version: '3.4'

services:

  gateway-dev:

    hostname: gateway-hostname

    image: caapim/gateway:10.0.00

    ports:

      - "8443:8443"

    volumes:

      - ./env/listen-ports.yml:/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/env/listen-ports.yml

    secrets:

      - source: passwords

        target: /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/env/stored-passwords.properties

    environment:

      ENV.CONTEXT_PROPERTY.message-variable: "docker A message Variable"

      ENV.PROPERTY.my-global-property: "docker global1"

      ENV.SERVICE_PROPERTY.db.type: "docker mongo"

      ENV.IDENTITY_PROVIDER.myLDAP: '{

                                 "type": "BIND_ONLY_LDAP",

                                 "properties": {

                                   "key1": "value1",

                                   "key2": "value2"

                                 },

                                 "identityProviderDetail": {

                                   "serverUrls": [

                                     "ldap://host:port",
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                                     "ldap://host:port2"

                                   ],

                                   "useSslClientAuthentication": false,

                                   "bindPatternPrefix": "somePrefix",

                                   "bindPatternSuffix": "someSuffix"

                                 }

                               }'

secrets:

  passwords:

    file: ./docker/passwords.properties

How it Works
When a Gateway is started, an Environment bundle is created from specified environment properties and available files
on disk. After the environment bundle is created, the deployment bundles are scanned to make sure that all required
environment is available in the environment bundle. If it is as expected, Gateway starts and loads the environment bundle
along with all the deployment bundles.
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Manage Different Environments

You can modify the environment contained in the resulting generated bundle by setting various environment maps into
gradle and choosing them with a project property.

Let us take an example of two environments, test and production, where password and JDBC connection information is
different. We create two different maps of environment configurations as shown below in the gradle project build.gradle
file:

// configuration for the environment bundle generation

// profile 'test'

project.ext.set ("testEnvironmentInfo", ['PASSWORD.pets-db-password': 'temp', "JDBC_CONNECTION.pets-db": "{\n"

 +

        "\"driverClass\": \"com.l7tech.jdbc.mysql.MySQLDriver\",\n" +

        "\"jdbcUrl\": \"jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/test\",\n" +

        "\"user\": \"admin\",\n" +

        "\"passwordRef\": \"pets-db-password\",\n" +

        "\"minimumPoolSize\": 3,\n" +

        "\"maximumPoolSize\": 15,\n" +

        "\"properties\": {\n" +

        "   \"EnableCancelTimeout\": \"true\"\n" +

        "}\n" +

        "}"])

// profile 'production'

project.ext.set ("productionEnvironmentInfo", ['PASSWORD.pets-db-password': '14Uzx2(C.>z196I',

 "ENV.JDBC_CONNECTION.pets-db": "{\n" +

        "\"driverClass\": \"com.l7tech.jdbc.mysql.MySQLDriver\",\n" +

        "\"jdbcUrl\": \"jdbc:mysql://database.production.com:3306/production\",\n" +

        "\"user\": \"admin\",\n" +

        "\"passwordRef\": \"pets-db-password\",\n" +

        "\"minimumPoolSize\": 3,\n" +

        "\"maximumPoolSize\": 15,\n" +

        "\"properties\": {\n" +

        "   \"EnableCancelTimeout\": \"true\"\n" +

        " }\n" +

        "}"])

GatewaySourceConfig {

    // pick the chosen environment type, or if null use test by default

    def environmentType = project.parent.properties['environmentType'] ?: 'test'

    // select the environment config for the specified environment

    EnvironmentConfig{

       map = project.ext."${environmentType}EnvironmentInfo"

   }

}

In this example, we have two different maps of environment configurations, testEnvironmentInfo and
productionEnvironmentInfo, which have different contents. And in the GatewaySourceConfig section, the
EnvironmentConfig is selected by loading the value of the property environmentType and appending to
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EnvironmentInfo to get the correct map. The property environmentType can be specified by command-line parameter
as shown below:

gradle build-environment-bundle -P environmentType=test

gradle build-environment-bundle -P environmentType=production

The environment bundle that is generated for test environment type contains entities with values that are configured in the
test profile.

The environment bundle that is generated for production environment type contains entities with values that are
configured in the production profile.
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Export from API Gateway

The Gateway Export Plugin exports current configurations from an existing Gateway, converts them into the plugin
format, and stores it in the local directory structure, allowing for pushing to a VCS system.

Prepare Gateway for Export
Ensure the following criteria is met to prepare Gateway for export:

• All the entities (policies, services, connection entries, and so on) have unique names as entities are referred by name.
• We do not support policies, services, and entities that are stored at the root level. The gateway configuration

repository cannot be modularized when things are stored at the root level. We recommend that you map a service or
an encass (with all its dependencies) to a module under the gradle gateway configuration repository.

Specify Gateway Export and Gateway Connection Properties

To export from a Gateway, specify Gateway export properties and Gateway connection properties. The following snippet
shows a complete GatewayExportConfig and GatewayConnection configuration. At a minimum, provide the folderPath
and url. If userName and userPass are not specified, it is defaulted to admin and password respectively.

GatewayExportConfig {

    folderPath = '/my-solution'

}

GatewayConnection {

    url = 'https://localhost:8443/restman'

    userName = 'admin'

    userPass = 'password'

}

Using the Gateway Export Plugin

The plugin adds the following tasks:

• export: Exports and explodes the bundle to src/main/gateway. This bundle can then be locally modified and checked
into a version control repository.

• clean-export: Deletes everything in the src/main/gateway directory.

NOTE

• The Export plugin captures the GUIDs of ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION and POLICY entities into src/
main/gateway/config/override-guids.properties file.

• Configure the system property, com.ca.apim.export.bundleCache.maxAgeInSeconds, to set the maximum
age of the export bundle cached item that can be reused if the export URL and query matches.

• In API Gateway, configure the system property, com.l7tech.server.bundling.ignoreKeyExportErrors, to ignore
the key export errors and continue the bundle export with partial details for an SSG_KEY_ENTRY entity.

Customize the Default Plugin Configuration

You can customize the source solution directory location and the location to place the exported/sanitized bundle file by
setting GatewayExportConfig.

For example:
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GatewayExportConfig {

    solutionDir = file("src/main/ssg")

    rawBundle = file("build/raw.bundle")

    sanitizedBundle = file("build/sanitized.bundle")

}

The above example makes the solution directory src/main/ssg. It places the raw bundle export file in build/raw.bundle. It
places the sanitized bundle file in build/sanitized.bundle.

Export Entities

You can mandate entities to export by adding them to GatewayExportConfig. For example, to force the export of:

• listen ports with name public-port and internal-access
• certificates: finance, accounting
• JDBC Connection app-db

Add the following configuration to your GatewayExportConfig:

GatewayExportConfig {

   exportEntities = [

       listenPorts: [ "public-port", "internal-access" ],

       certificates: [ "finance", "accounting" ],

       jdbcConnections: [ "app-db" ]

   ]

}

The following entities are available for export:

• Cassandra Connections (key cassandraConnections)
• Encapsulated Assertions (use folderPath)
• Environment Properties (key clusterProperties)

NOTE
The cluster property, cluster.hostname, is a protected entity and it is not exported during an export task.

• Identity Providers (key identityProviders)
• JDBC Connections (key jdbcConnections)
• JMS Destinations (key jmsDestinations)
• Listen Ports (key listenPorts)
• Policy Backed Services (use folderPath)
• Private Keys (key privateKeys)
• Scheduled Tasks (use folderPath)
• Services (use folderPath)
• Static Properties (key clusterProperties)
• Stored Passwords (key passwords)
• Trusted Certificates (key certificates)

The following entities are exported by default only if the entities are explicitly listed in the exportEntities parameter:

Type Name
Identity Provider Internal Identity Provider
Private Key ssl or SSL
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NOTE

Some entity values contain sensitive information such as passwords, and by default, Gateway exports them as
encrypted values instead of plain text. Only Gateway can decrypt these encrypted values. To avoid the exposure
on encryption standards, these entity values are ignored and only the existence of the entity is exported.

These entities are:

• Stored Passwords
• Private Keys

For these entities, the export task only creates a file with its names and other miscellaneous properties, but the
actual values must be specified when providing these entities as environment properties.
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Manage Versions

You can add the gradle project to a Version Control System like GIT for policy configuration versioning and build a CI/CD
pipeline around this version control system so that any new check-ins can trigger a build job to build a bundle from the
gradle project and deploy the bundle to any target gateway.

You can update the version by editing the version attribute in the build.gradle file.

group 'com.example'

    version = '1.0.2'

We recommend that you version the build artifacts in the following format:

<majorVersion>.<minorVersion>.<buildVersion>

• <majorVersion> and <minorVersion> are numeric values from the version attribute that is configured in the
build.gradle file.

• <buildVersion> is an alphanumeric value, which is used to distinguish the environment bundles from one deployment
to another. Even though build.gradle has <buildVersion> configured, the generated bundle <buildVersion> varies
depending on the type of bundle. The deployment bundle uses the same <buildVersion> as defined in the build.gradle
file. For example: 1.0.0

The environment bundles have the configuration name (that is configured in EnvironmentConfig) appended to the build
versions.

Example: EnvironmentConfig and bundle version

GatewaySourceConfig {

    EnvinronmentConfig{

        Name = “qa”

        map=[]

    }

}

Example Value: 1.0.0-qa

The full bundle version has the string full appended to the <buildVersion>. For example: 1.0.0-full

Incompatible Version Upgrade

As mentioned earlier, you can update the Gateway configuration in any version control system and can use Gateway
Policy Plugin to generate bundles with different versions. For any intrusive policy changes, update the major/minor version
in the build.gradle file so that the generated bundle creates a service/policy with a different name in the Gateway when
it is deployed. This task helps you to run multiple versions of a policy/service side by side with different names in the
Gateway.

The following diagram illustrates how a policy author updates Gateway configuration in Version Control System and how
bundles are generated with the configured version in the build.gradle file:
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The bundle, API-1.0.0.bundle, when deployed to Gateway creates a service ::API::API::1.0 as shown in the following
diagram. When the policy is updated with 1.1.0 version in the build.gradle file, the bundle is generated with minor version
update and the deployed bundle creates a new service ::API:API::1.1 as shown in the diagram. As the policy updates are
intrusive, the major/minor version update creates a service instead of updating the already running service.

Compatible Version Upgrade

If the policy updates are non-intrusive in nature, then update only the <buildVersion> in the build.gradle file so that the
generated bundle updates the already running service in the gateway when deployed.

The following diagram shows the bundles that are generated with different buildVersions and the latest bundle updates the
already running service that is deployed via the old bundle:
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Expected Source Directory Organization

The Gateway solution directory (src/main/Gateway by default) expects the following organization:

Gateway Solutions Directory

• config
– services.yml - Services Configuration
– encass.yml - Encapsulated Assertions Configuration
– policy-backed-services.yml - Policy Backed Services Configuration
– listen-ports.yml - Listen Ports Configuration
– static.properties - Static Properties Configuration
– env.properties - Environment Properties Configuration
– stored-passwords.properties - Stored Passwords Configuration
– jdbc-connections.yml- JDBC Connections Configuration
– trusted-certs.yml - Trusted Certificates Configuration
– cassandra-connections.yml - Cassandra Connections Configuration
– scheduled-tasks.yml - Scheduled Tasks Configuration
– jms-destinations.yml - Jms Destinations Configuration

• policy: The policy folder contains different policies that are available. The folder can contain many sub-directories to
help organize the policy.

Add Bundle Dependencies

You can depend on other bundles by adding a dependency. For example:

dependencies {

    bundle group: 'my-bundle', name: 'my-bundle', version: '1.0.00', ext: 'bundle'

}

The above example adds a dependency on a bundle called 'my-bundle'. You can then reference encapsulated assertions
and policies from the dependent bundles. Note that the ext: 'bundle' is required to specify that the bundle file extension is
.bundle.

Policies within the dependency bundle can be overridden by local policies in the repository. As an example, if there is a
policy under 'my-bundle/my-bundle-extension' in the repository, it takes precedence over the policy in 'my-bundle'.

You can add dependencies on bundles that are produced by other modules within the same repo. For example,
PolicyFolder1 and PolicyFolder2 are two gradle modules and the module containing the below build.gradle file, has
dependency on 'PolicyFolder1' and 'PolicyFolder2' bundles.

dependencies {

   bundle project(':PolicyFolder1')

   bundle project(':PolicyFolder2')

}

Add Assertion Dependencies

You can depend on other assertions by adding a dependency. For example:

• for modular assertions
dependencies {
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    modularassertion group: 'my-assertion', name: 'my-assertion', version: '1.0.00', ext: 'aar'

}

• for custom assertions
dependencies {

    customassertion group: 'my-assertion', name: 'my-assertion', version: '1.0.00', ext: 'jar'

}

Customize the Default Plugin Configuration

You can customize the source solution directory location and the location to put the built bundle file by setting the
GatewaySourceConfig. For example:

GatewaySourceConfig {

    solutionDir = new File("export/gateway/solution")

    builtBundleDir = new File("gateway")

    EnvironmentConfig {

        name = "qa",

        includeFolder = Directory("src/main/gateway/config-qa"),

        map = [

        ]

  

   builtEnvironmentBundleDir = new File("gateway_environment")

}

The above example makes export/gateway/solution the solution directory and it puts the built bundle file in the gateway
directory.

You can also set the environment configuration in the GatewaySourceConfig. This directory is intended to be used for
building offline environment bundles. See Environment Configuration section for more details.

And if the build-environment-bundle or build-full-bundle tasks were triggered, the resulting bundle is placed on the
gateway_environment directory.

GatewaySourceConfig {

    EnvironmentConfig {

        name = "qa",

        includeFolder = Directory("src/main/gateway/config-qa"),

        map = [

        ]

    }

}

Policies
The policies file contains the policies that are exported into the project along with its dependency details. The policies
configuration file is expected to be in the config directory. It should be either policies.yml or policies.json.

An example policies.yml file would look like:

<folder_name>/<policy_name>:

  type: "Include"

  tag:

  annotations:

    - type: "@shared"

      id: "89367eef00742e4d8089efb73889e8af"
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      guid: "c8193a71-b6ff-4d76-902e-117f908331ff"

  usedEntities:

    - name: "dependent_encass"

      type: "ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION"

    - name: "dependent_policy"

      type: "POLICY"

This example exports a policy including all its dependencies.

The same JSON representation would look like:
{

  "<folder_name>/<policy_name>": {

    "type": "Include"

    "tag": ""

    "annotations": [

      {

        "type": "@shared",

        "id": "89367eef00742e4d8089efb73889e8af"

        "guid": "c8193a71-b6ff-4d76-902e-117f908331ff"

      },

    ]

    "usedEntities": [

      {

        "name": "dependent_encass",

        "type": "ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION"

      },

      {

       "name": "dependent_policy",

        "type": "POLICY"

      }

    ]

  }

}

Services
The Services file contains the services that are exposed in the Gateway. The service configuration file is expected to be in
the config directory. It should be either services.yml or services.json.

An example services.yml file would look like:

example project/internal-service:

    policy: "example project/policy.xml"

    httpMethods:

    - GET

    - POST

    - PUT

    - DELETE

    url: "/example"

    properties:

      key: "value"

      key.1: "value.1"

  example project/external-service:
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    policy: "example project/policy.xml"

    httpMethods:

    - POST

    - PUT

    url: "/example-project"

  soap project/soap-service:

    policy: "soap project/soap-policy.xml"

    httpMethods:

    - POST

    - GET

    url: "/soap-project"

    wsdl:

      path: "soap project/soap-wsdl.wsdl"

      rootUrl: "/url/for/wsdl/file"

      soapVersion: "1.1"

      wssProcessingEnabled: true

The previous example exposes total three services, two services using the same underlying policy and third one a soap
service:

• A service called internal-service at /example
– Using HTTP Methods GET, POST, PUT, DELETE
– Its policy coming from the policy file located at:example project/policy.xml
– Two service properties:

• key = value
• key.1 = value.1

• A service called external-service at /example-project
– Using HTTP Methods POST, PUT
– Its policy coming from the policy file at: example project/policy.xml

• A service called soap-service at /soap-project
– Using HTTP Methods POST, GET
– Its policy coming from the policy file at: soap project/soap-policy.xml
– soap version is 1.1
– Requests that are coming to this endpoint are processed for WS Security (wssProcessingEnabled)
– The path property under wsdl points to the content of the wsdl file specified by the path

The above file has the following organization:

<path-to-service-on-gateway>:

  <service-description>

Where <service-description> defines the policy that the service uses, lists httpMethods, the url the service is exposed
at, and the properties it has.

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

   "example project/internal-service": {

      "policy": "example project/policy.xml",

      "httpMethods": [

         "GET",

         "POST",

         "PUT",

         "DELETE"
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      ],

      "url": "/example",

      "properties": {

         "key": "value",

         "key.1": "value.1"

      }

   },

   "example project/external-service": {

      "policy": "example project/policy.xml",

      "httpMethods": [

         "POST",

         "PUT"

      ],

      "url": "/example-project"

   },

   "soap project/soap-service": {

      "policy": "soap project/soap-policy.xml",

      "httpMethods": [

         "POST",

         "GET"

      ],

      "url": "/soap-project",

      "wsdl": {

         "path": "soap project/soap-wsdl.wsdl"

         "rootUrl": "/url/for/wsdl/file",

         "soapVersion": "1.1",

         "wssProcessingEnabled": true,

         }

      }

   }

}

Service Properties

In order to create a service property that should be specified as an environment variable the service property should ve
prefixed with ENV.. For example:

solution/my-service.xml:

    httpMethods:

    - GET

    url: "/my-service"

    properties:

      ENV.rate-limit:

You can then use this service property in your policy by referring to it using: ${service.property.ENV.rate-limit}

Environment

Services cannot currently be created using environment properties. However, this use case is being considered.

Encapsulated Assertions
The encapsulated assertions configuration file contains the encapsulated assertions that are available in the gateway.
This file is expected to be in the config directory. It should be either encass.yml or encass.json.
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An example encass.yml file would look like:

encass-example:

    policy: example project/encass-policy.xml

    arguments:

    - name: "hello"

      type: "string"

    - name: "hello-again"

      type: "message"

    results:

    - name: "goodbye"

      type: "string"

    - name: "goodbye-again"

      type: "message"

This example creates one encapsulated assertion:

• An encapsulated assertion called encass-example with its policy coming from the policy file at: example project/
encass-policy.xml
– It has arguments hello or type string and hello-again of type message
– It has results goodbye or type string and goodbye-again of type message

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

  "encass-example": {

    "policy": "example project/encass-policy.xml"

    "arguments": [

      {

        "name": "hello",

        "type": "string"

      },

      {

        "name": "hello-again",

        "type": "message"

      }

    ],

    "results": [

      {

        "name": "goodbye",

        "type": "string"

      },

      {

       "name": "goodbye-again",

        "type": "message"

      }

    ]

  }

}

Environment

Encapsulated assertions cannot be created using environment properties.
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Policy Backed Services
The policy backed services configuration file contains the policy backed services that are available in the gateway.
This file is expected to be in the config directory. It should be either policy-backed-services.yml or policy-backed-
services.json.

An example policy-backed-services.yml file would look like:

my-pbs:

    interfaceName: "com.l7tech.objectmodel.polback.BackgroundTask"

    operations:

    - policy: "example project/example-pbs.xml"

      operationName: "run"

This example creates one policy backed service:

• A policy backed service with the name: my-pbs
– It uses the policy backed interface com.l7tech.objectmodel.polback.BackgroundTask
– For the single operation run, it executes the policy at: example project/example-pbs.xml

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

  "my-pbs": {

    "interfaceName": "com.l7tech.objectmodel.polback.BackgroundTask",

    "operations": [

      {

        "policy": "example project/example-pbs.xml",

        "operationName": "run"

      }

    ]

  }

}

Environment
Policy Backed Services cannot be created using environment properties.

Listen Ports
The listen ports configuration file contains the custom listen ports that are available in the gateway. This file is expected to
be in the config directory. It should be either listen-ports.yml or listen-ports.json.

An example listen-ports.yml file would look like:

Custom HTTPS Port:

    protocol: "HTTPS"

    port: 12345

    enabledFeatures:

    - "Published service message input"

    tlsSettings:

      clientAuthentication: "REQUIRED"

      enabledVersions:

      - "TLSv1.2"

      enabledCipherSuites:

      - "TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384"
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      - "TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384"

      - "TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384"

      ...

      properties:

        usesTLS: true

    properties:

      threadPoolSize: "20"

This example creates one listen port:

• with name: Custom HTTPS Port
• listening to port 12345
• using HTTPS protocol
• with one feature enabled Published service message input
• requiring TLS authentication
• with only TLSv1.2 enabled
• restricting to some ciphers available (not all)
• enforcing TLS via property
• setting a specific thread pool with 20 threads for processing requests

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

  "Custom HTTPS Port" : {

      "protocol" : "HTTPS",

      "port" : 12345,

      "enabledFeatures" : [ "Published service message input" ],

      "tlsSettings" : {

        "clientAuthentication" : "REQUIRED",

        "enabledVersions" : [ "TLSv1.2" ],

        "enabledCipherSuites" : [ "TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384",

 "TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384", "TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384" ],

        "properties" : {

          "usesTLS" : true

        }

      },

      "properties" : { 

         "threadPoolSize" : "20"

      }

    }

}

Environment
Listen Port Configurations are part of a deployment bundle but they can also be specified using environment. To configure
a listen port using an environment property, set an environment property with the name: ENV.LISTEN_PORT.<name>
where <name> is the name of the Listen Port.

Examples

YAML:

ENV.LISTEN_PORT.custom-https: |-

 protocol: HTTPS

 port: 12345

 enabledFeatures:
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 - Published service message input

 tlsSettings:

   clientAuthentication: REQUIRED

   enabledVersions:

   - TLSv1.2

   enabledCipherSuites:

   - TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

   - TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

   - TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384

   properties:

     usesTLS: true

 properties:

   threadPoolSize: '20'

JSON:

ENV.LISTEN_PORT.custom-https='{

                                "protocol" : "HTTPS",

                                "port" : 12345,

                                "enabledFeatures" : [ "Published service message input" ],

                                "tlsSettings" : {

                                  "clientAuthentication" : "REQUIRED",

                                  "enabledVersions" : [ "TLSv1.2" ],

                                  "enabledCipherSuites" : [ "TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384",

 "TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384", "TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384" ],

                                  "properties" : {

                                    "usesTLS" : true

                                  }

                                },

                                "properties" : { 

                                   "threadPoolSize" : "20"

                                }

                              }'

This example creates a Listen Port called custom-https.

Static Properties
The static property file is a standard java properties file that contains the different cluster properties to create on the
Gateway. This file is expected to be in the config directory. It should be called static.properties.

These cluster-wide properties affect the Gateway runtime behavior and are not referenced in any policies.

An example static.properties file might look like:

my-static-property=This is a properties value

  another-property=\

    {"another":"properties",\

     "value":"0"\

    }

Environment
Static Properties cannot be created using environment properties. Use Environment Properties instead.
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Environment Properties
The environment properties configuration file is a standard java properties file that contains the different environment
properties to configure on the Gateway. This file is expected to be in the config directory. This file can have the following
three possible names depending on where the property should be applied to:

• global-env.properties: for cluster properties
• service-env.properties: for service properties
• context-env.properties: for context variable properties

NOTE
When you export a policy/service from Gateway into the Dev Plugin repository, the referenced cluster-wide
properties in the policies (gateway.<propertyname>) are captured in the global-evn.properties file.

An example *-env.properties file might look like:

 gateway.my-env-property=This is a properties value

  another-property=\

    {"another":"properties",\

     "value":"0"\

    }

Using Environment Properties
Writing Policy for Gateway is easy (once you get the hang of it), however writing policy that is easy to deploy into different
environments can be tricky. This section talks about how to use and reference environment variables within the policy so
that your policy is simple to deploy to multiple environments.

Places Environment is Referenced

The Gateway can require many different types of environment configurations. For example:

• JDBC connection information
• Secure Passwords
• Trusted Certificates
• Private Keys
• ...

Here we focus solely on environment properties that are referenced within policy.

Some examples include:

• Routing URLs
– <L7p:HttpRoutingAssertion>

    <L7p:ProtectedServiceUrl stringValue="https://my.service.com"/>

    ...

• Branching Hints (if prod do ...)
– <wsp:OneOrMore wsp:Usage="Required">

    <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">

        <L7p:ComparisonAssertion>

            <L7p:Expression1 stringValue="${environmentType}"/>

            <L7p:Expression2 stringValue="production"/>

            <L7p:Predicates predicates="included">

                <L7p:item binary="included">

                    <L7p:RightValue stringValue="production"/>

                </L7p:item>
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            </L7p:Predicates>

        </L7p:ComparisonAssertion>

        ...

    </wsp:All>

    <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">

        <L7p:ComparisonAssertion>

            <L7p:Expression1 stringValue="${environmentType}"/>

            <L7p:Expression2 stringValue="test"/>

            <L7p:Predicates predicates="included">

                <L7p:item binary="included">

                    <L7p:RightValue stringValue="test"/>

                </L7p:item>

            </L7p:Predicates>

        </L7p:ComparisonAssertion>

        ...

    </wsp:All>

</wsp:OneOrMore>

• Assertion configuration
– <L7p:RateLimit>

    <L7p:CounterName stringValue="PRESET(acbdaf65450dd440)${request.clientid}"/>

    <L7p:MaxRequestsPerSecond stringValue="100"/>

</L7p:RateLimit>

Moving Environment to Variables
The first step would be to use variables to reference environment information instead of hard coding it in. A few options for
variables to use are: Cluster Properties, Context Variables, or Service Properties. No matter what option you use to refer
to environment variables it is important to use a consistent naming convention.

Note: Context and Service Properties Environment variables names must begin with ENV.

Doing so allows it to be visible and simply distinguish what is an environment variable. The naming convention also
makes it simpler for tools to find, expose, and apply environment values to the variables. A Cluster property is considered
an environment property by default, unless it is explicitly listed as a static property in a static.properties file. See Static
Properties.

Here are some more details on the different ways to define environment variables.

Cluster Properties

Cluster properties are properties that are available to all policies in your environment. When referring to them, you must
use the gateway prefix: ${gateway.my-global-property}

Context Variables

Context Variables can be set at any point within a policy by using the Set Context Variable Assertion. They are usable
only within policy after the line that they are declared on.

<L7p:SetVariable>

    <L7p:VariableToSet stringValue="ENV.my-routing-url"/>

</L7p:SetVariable>

Service Properties

Service properties are configured on a service itself and are available within the policy for this service. When referring to
them, you must use the service.property prefix.

 solution/my-service:
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    policy: solution/my-service.xml

    httpMethods:

    - GET

    url: "/my-service"

    properties:

      ENV.db.type:

Using Environment Variables in Policy
Using examples, lets see how you can use the different methods to provide environment variables to policy.

Using Cluster Properties to Provide a Routing URL

The Route via HTTP(S) Assertion requires a routing url to know where to route to. You can use a Cluster Property to
provide this routing URL.

1. Create a Cluster Property for the policy to route to. Make sure to use the gateway. prefix for the property name.
– In env.properties:

gateway.my-api-url=http://my.api-url 

– This statement  creates a Cluster Property on the gateway called my-api-url.
2. In your Route via HTTP(S) Assertion, refer to the cluster property in the URL.

– <L7p:HttpRoutingAssertion>

    <L7p:ProtectedServiceUrl stringValue="${gateway.my-api-url}"/>

    ...

Use Context Variables to Provide Branching Hints Based on Environment

Sometimes a different environment requires a slightly different policy. For example, one environment may use a
Cassandra database while another might use a MySQL database. You could use an environment property that is provided
using a context variable to branch.

1. Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to specify the database type. Make sure to use the ENV prefix for the
variable name.
– <L7p:SetVariable>

    <L7p:VariableToSet stringValue="ENV.db.type"/>

</L7p:SetVariable>

2. Add the branching logic, checking the context variable value.
– <wsp:OneOrMore wsp:Usage="Required">

    <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">

        <L7p:ComparisonAssertion>

            <L7p:Expression1 stringValue="${ENV.db.type}"/>

            <L7p:Expression2 stringValue="cassandra"/>

            <L7p:Predicates predicates="included">

                <L7p:item binary="included">

                    <L7p:RightValue stringValue="cassandra"/>

                </L7p:item>

            </L7p:Predicates>

        </L7p:ComparisonAssertion>

        ...

    </wsp:All>

    <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">

        <L7p:ComparisonAssertion>

            <L7p:Expression1 stringValue="${ENV.db.type}"/>

            <L7p:Expression2 stringValue="mysql"/>

            <L7p:Predicates predicates="included">
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                <L7p:item binary="included">

                    <L7p:RightValue stringValue="mysql"/>

                </L7p:item>

            </L7p:Predicates>

        </L7p:ComparisonAssertion>

        ...

    </wsp:All>

</wsp:OneOrMore>

Use a Service Property to Provide Configuration for the Rate Limit Assertion

To protect a backend or monetize a policy, apply a rate limit. This rate limit is likely to be different depending on the
environment. You can use a service property to provide the rate limit value.

1. Create a service property for the rate limit. Make sure to use the ENV prefix for the variable name.
– solution/my-service:

    policy: solution/my-service.xml

    httpMethods:

    - GET

    url: "/my-service"

    properties:

      ENV.rate-limit:

2. Reference the Service Property in the Apply Rate Limit Assertion. Make sure to use the service.property.ENV prefix in
order to refer to a service property that is also an environment variable.
– <L7p:RateLimit>

    <L7p:CounterName stringValue="PRESET(acbdaf65450dd440)${request.clientid}"/>

    <L7p:MaxRequestsPerSecond stringValue="${service.property.ENV.rate-limit}"/>

</L7p:RateLimit>

Provide Environment Property Values to Gateways
To provide values for environment properties to Gateways, set environment properties on the Gateway Container.

Examples

To set a global (cluster) property named my-api-url to http://example.com, set an environment parameter
ENV.PROPERTY.gateway.my-api-url=http://example.com

To set a service property named fast-mode to true for service service-name, set an environment parameter
ENV.SERVICE_PROPERTY.service-name.fast-mode=true

To set a context variable named rate-limit to 1000 for policy policy-name, set an environment parameter
ENV.CONTEXT_VARIABLE_PROPERTY.policy-name.rate-limit=1000

Gateway Developer Example

The gateway developer example repository (https://github.com/CAAPIM/gateway-developer-example) has sub-
module clusterproperty-example that is configured with cluster property environment dependency. The example has
cluster property that is configured in build.gradle as shown:
EnvironmentConfig{

    name="clusterPropertyExample"

    map=[

            "PROPERTY": file("./src/main/gateway/config/global-env.properties")

    ]

}

Execute the following command to generate the environment bundle:
gradle :clusterproperty-example:build-environment-bundle
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Stored Passwords
The stored passwords file is a standard java properties file that contains the stored passwords to be created on the
Gateway. This file is expected to be in the config directory. It should be called stored-passwords.properties.

An example stored-passwords.properties file might look like:

PasswordName1=plaintextpassword1

PasswordName2=plaintextpassword2

Currently, only simple passwords are supported. No support for passwords that are stored as private keys.

NOTE
See Migrate Stored Passwords for information about how to migrate stored passwords.

JDBC Connections
The JDBC Connections configuration file contains the JDBC Connections that are available in the gateway. This file is
expected to be in the config directory. It should be either jdbc-connections.yml or jdbc-connections.json.

An example jdbc-connections.yml file looks like:

MySQL:

    driverClass: "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver"

    jdbcUrl: "jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/ssg"

    user: "gateway"

    passwordRef: "gateway"

    minimumPoolSize: 3

    maximumPoolSize: 15

    properties:

      EnableCancelTimeout: "true"

This example creates one JDBC Connection:

• with name: MySQL
• with driver class com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
• with user gateway
• referring to the stored password named gateway (see Stored Passwords)
• with minimum pool size 3 (this value is the default value, if not specified)
• with maximum pool size 15 (this value is the default value, if not specified)
• setting connection property EnableCancelTimeout to true

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

  "MySQL" : {

    "driverClass" : "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver",

    "jdbcUrl" : "jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/ssg",

    "user" : "gateway",

    "passwordRef" : "gateway",

    "minimumPoolSize" : 3,

    "maximumPoolSize" : 15,

    "properties" : {

      "EnableCancelTimeout" : "true"

    }

  }
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}

Environment
JDBC Connection configuration is an environment configuration. This configuration is not added to a
deployment bundle and must be specified as environment. To do so, set an environment property with the name:
ENV.JDBC_CONNECTION.<name> where <name> is the name of the JDBC Connection.

Examples

YAML:

ENV.JDBC_CONNECTION.my-db: |-

        driverClass: com.mysql.jdbc.Driver

        jdbcUrl: jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/ssg

        user: gateway

        passwordRef: gateway

        minimumPoolSize: 3

        maximumPoolSize: 15

        properties:

          EnableCancelTimeout: 'true'

JSON:

ENV.JDBC_CONNECTION.my-db='{

                             "driverClass" : "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver",

                             "jdbcUrl" : "jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/ssg",

                             "user" : "gateway",

                             "passwordRef" : "gateway",

                             "minimumPoolSize" : 3,

                             "maximumPoolSize" : 15,

                             "properties" : {

                               "EnableCancelTimeout" : "true"

                             }

                           }'

This example creates a JDBC Connection called my-db.

Gateway Developer Example

The gateway developer example repository (https://github.com/CAAPIM/gateway-developer-example) has sub-
module jdbcconnection-annotations that are configured with JDBC connection environment dependency. The example
has jdbcconnection configured in build.gradle as shown:
EnvironmentConfig{

    name="jdbcExample"

    map=[

            "JDBC_CONNECTION": file("./src/main/gateway/config/jdbc-connections.yml")

    ]

}

Execute the following command to generate an environment bundle:
gradle :jdbcconnection -example:build-environment-bundle

Trusted Certificates
The trusted certs configuration file contains the trusted certificates that are available in the gateway. This file is expected
to be in the config directory. It should be either trusted-certs.yml or trusted-certs.json.
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Different Ways to Load a Trusted Certificate

Using an URL with Optional Port

The name of the trusted certificate must be prefixed with https://. Currently only loads the leaf certificate if a certificate
chain is present. If the port is not specified, the default https port 443 is used.

https://www.ca.com:8443:

    verifyHostname: false

    trustedForSsl: true

    trustedAsSamlAttestingEntity: false

    trustAnchor: true

    revocationCheckingEnabled: true

    trustedForSigningClientCerts: true

    trustedForSigningServerCerts: true

    trustedAsSamlIssuer: false

Loading a Certificate from a File

The certificate file should follow three rules:

1. The certificate file is expected to be in the config/certificates directory.
2. The certificate file should have the same name as the trusted cert config, followed by the appropriate certificate

extension.
3. The certificate file should only contain information for one certificate. Certificate chains are currently not supported but

will be supported in the future.

For example, in the following yaml file, a file called trusted-certs-demo.pem, trusted-certs-demo.der, trusted-certs-
demo.crt, or trusted-certs-demo.cer should be in the config/certificates directory.

NOTE
If the environment bundle is to be built against multiple environments, ensure that you keep the same ID as part
of the trusted-certs.yml file that is generated at the time of export.

 trusted-certs-demo:

    verifyHostname: false

    trustedForSsl: true

    trustedAsSamlAttestingEntity: false

    trustAnchor: true

    revocationCheckingEnabled: true

    trustedForSigningClientCerts: true

    trustedForSigningServerCerts: true

    trustedAsSamlIssuer: false

This example creates one trusted certificate:

• with name: trusted-certs-demo
• with various properties about the certificate such as usage for Signing Client and Server certificates

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

  "trusted-certs-demo" : {

      "verifyHostname" : false,

      "trustedForSsl" : true,

      "trustedAsSamlAttestingEntity" : false,

      "trustAnchor" : true,

      "revocationCheckingEnabled" : true,
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      "trustedForSigningClientCerts" : true,

      "trustedForSigningServerCerts" : true,

      "trustedAsSamlIssuer" : false

  }

}

NOTE
See Migrate Trusted Certificates for information about how to migrate trusted certificates.

Cassandra Connections
The Cassandra Connections configuration file contains the Cassandra Connections that are available in the gateway.
This file is expected to be in the config directory. It should be either cassandra-connections.yml or cassandra-
connections.json.

An example cassandra-connections.yml file would look like:

Test:

    keyspace: "Test"

    contactPoint: "Test"

    port: 9042

    username: "test"

    storedPasswordName: "gateway"

    compression: "LZ4"

    ssl: true

    properties:

      keepAlive: "true"

This example creates one Cassandra Connection:

• with name Test
• with keyspace Test
• using port 9042
• with username test
• with user gateway
• referring to the stored password named gateway (see Stored Passwords)
• with compression LZ4
• with ssl enabled
• setting property keepAlive to true

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

  "Test" : {  

   "keyspace": "Test",

   "contactPoint": "Test",

   "port": 9042,

   "username": "test",

   "storedPasswordName": "gateway",

   "compression": "LZ4",

   "ssl": true,

   "properties":{  

      "keepAlive":"true"

   }

 }
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}

Environment

Cassandra Connection configuration is an environment configuration that is not added to a deployment
bundle and must be specified as environment. To do so, set an environment property with the name:
ENV.CASSANDRA_CONNECTION.<name> where <name> is the name of the Cassandra Connection.

Examples

YAML:

ENV.CASSANDRA_CONNECTION.Test: |-

 keyspace: Test

 contactPoint: Test

 port: 9042

 username: test

 storedPasswordName: gateway

 compression: LZ4

 ssl: true

 properties:

   keepAlive: 'true'

JSON:

ENV.CASSANDRA_CONNECTION.Test: '{
                                      "keyspace": "Test",
                                      "contactPoint": "Test",
                                      "port": 9042,
                                      "username": "test",
                                      "storedPasswordName": "gateway",
                                      "compression": "LZ4",
                                      "ssl": true,
                                      "properties": {
                                        "keepAlive": "true"
                                      }
                                    }'

This example creates a Cassandra Connection called Test.

Gateway Developer Example

The gateway developer example repository (https://github.com/CAAPIM/gateway-developer-example) has sub-module
cassandra-example configured with Cassandra connection environment dependency. The example has Cassandra that is
configured in build.gradle as shown:
EnvironmentConfig{

    name="cassandraExample"

    map=[

            "CASSANDRA_CONNECTION": file("./src/main/gateway/config/cassandra-connections.yml")

    ]

}

Execute the following command to generate an environment bundle:
gradle :cassandra-example:build-environment-bundle
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Scheduled Tasks
The scheduled tasks configuration file contains the scheduled tasks that are available in the gateway. This file is expected
to be in the config directory. It should be either scheduled-tasks.yml or scheduled-tasks.json.

An example scheduled-tasks.yml file would look like:

recurring-scheduled-task:

    policy: "example-folder/a-policy-backed-service.xml"

    isOneNode: false

    jobType: "Recurring"

    jobStatus: "Scheduled"

    cronExpression: "0 0 */1 * * ?"

    shouldExecuteOnCreate: false

    properties:

      someKey: "someValue"

  one-time-scheduled-task:

    policy: "example-folder/a-policy-backed-service.xml"

    isOneNode: false

    jobType: "One time"

    jobStatus: "Scheduled"

    executionDate: "2018-11-14T17:51:33.836Z"

    shouldExecuteOnCreate: false

    properties:

      someKey: "someValue"

This example creates two scheduled tasks:

• A scheduled task called recurring-scheduled-task with a policy backed service from the policy file at: example-
folder/a-policy-backed-service.xml
– isOneNode: whether or not this task is for all nodes in a cluster or for this particular node
– jobType: if set to Recurring, the cronExpression field must be filled out.
– jobStatus: Scheduled or Disabled. Disabled mode creates the scheduled task entity and prevent the task from

running.
– shouldExecuteOnCreate: if true, this task runs immediately after container starts, and then follows the

cronExpression for the recurring schedule. If false, this task follows only the cronExpression for the recurring
schedule.

• A scheduled task called one-time-scheduled-task with a policy backed service from the policy file at: example-
folder/a-policy-backed-service.xml
– jobType: if set to One time, the executionDate field must be filled out.
– shouldExecuteOnCreate: if true, this task runs immediately after container starts, and then again on the

executionDate. If false, this task runs only on the executionDate.

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

  "recurring-scheduled-task": {

    "policy": "example-folder/a-policy-backed-service.xml",

    "isOneNode": false,

    "jobType": "Recurring",

    "jobStatus": "Scheduled",

    "cronExpression": "0 0 */1 * * ?",

    "shouldExecuteOnCreate": false,

    "properties": {
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      "someKey": "someValue"

    }

  },

  "one-time-scheduled-task": {

    "policy": "example-folder/a-policy-backed-service.xml",

    "isOneNode": false,

    "jobType": "One time",

    "jobStatus": "Scheduled",

    "executionDate": "2018-11-14T17:51:33.836Z",

    "shouldExecuteOnCreate": false,

    "properties": {

      "someKey": "someValue"

    }

  }

}

Environment

Scheduled tasks cannot be created using environment properties.

JMS Destinations
The JMS Destination configuration file contains the JMS Destinations that are available in the gateway. This file is
expected to be in the config directory. It should be either jms-destinations.yml or jms-destinations.json.

An example jms-destinations.yml file would look like:

jms-destination-demo:

  providerType: "TIBCO EMS"

  initialContextFactoryClassName: "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.TibjmsInitialContextFactory"

  jndiUrl: "tibjmsnaming://machinename:7222"

  jndiUsername: "jndi-username"

  jndiPasswordRef: "jndi-password"

  jndiProperties:

    some-name: "some-value"

  destinationType: "QUEUE"

  connectionFactoryName: "qcf-name"

  destinationName: "destination-name"

  destinationUsername: "dest-user"

  destinationPasswordRef: "dest-password"

  outboundDetail:

    replyType: "AUTOMATIC"

    messageFormat: "AUTOMATIC"

    poolingType: "SESSION"

    template: false

  additionalProperties:

    com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_host: "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true"

    com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.auth_only: "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true"

    com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_host: "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true"

    com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.trusted_certs: "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509"

    com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_hostname: "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true"

    com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.queue.ssgKeyAlias: "key2"

    com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_hostname: "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true"
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    com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.jndi.ssgKeyAlias: "key1"

    com.tibco.tibjms.naming.security_protocol: "ssl"

    com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_trusted_certs: "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509"

    com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_auth_only: "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true"

    com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.customizer.class:

 "com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.prov.TibcoConnectionFactoryCustomizer"

This example creates one outbound TIBCO EMS JMS Destination.

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

  "jms-destination-demo" : {

    "providerType" : "TIBCO EMS",

    "initialContextFactoryClassName" : "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.TibjmsInitialContextFactory",

    "jndiUrl" : "tibjmsnaming://machinename:7222",

    "jndiUsername" : "jndi-username",

    "jndiPasswordRef" : "jndi-password",

    "jndiProperties" : {

      "some-name" : "some-value"

    },

    "destinationType" : "QUEUE",

    "connectionFactoryName" : "qcf-name",

    "destinationName" : "destination-name",

    "destinationUsername" : "dest-user",

    "destinationPasswordRef" : "dest-password",

    "outboundDetail" : {

      "replyType" : "AUTOMATIC",

      "messageFormat" : "AUTOMATIC",

      "poolingType" : "SESSION",

      "template" : false

    },

    "additionalProperties" : {

      "com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_host" : "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",

      "com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.auth_only" : "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",

      "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_host" : "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",

      "com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.trusted_certs" : "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509",

      "com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_hostname" : "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",

      "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.queue.ssgKeyAlias" : "key2",

      "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_hostname" : "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",

      "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.jndi.ssgKeyAlias" : "key1",

      "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.security_protocol" : "ssl",

      "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_trusted_certs" : "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509",

      "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_auth_only" : "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",

      "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.customizer.class" :

 "com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.prov.TibcoConnectionFactoryCustomizer"

    }

  }

}

Property Values Description
providerType "WebSphere MQ over LDAP", "TIBCO

EMS", WebLogic JMS
(Optional) Required when not using
"Generic JMS" type.

initialContextFactoryClassName String Required
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jndiUrl String Required
jndiUsername String Optional
jndiPasswordRef Reference to a stored password (see

Stored Passwords)
Optional

jndiPassword Plaintext password Optional
jndiProperties key value pairs Optional
destinationType "QUEUE", "TOPIC" Required
connectionFactoryName String Required
destinationName String Required
destinationUsername String Optional
destinationPasswordRef Reference to a stored password (see

Stored Passwords)
Optional

destinationPassword Plaintext password Optional
inboundDetail See the inboundDetail table below Required for inbound JMS destination
outboundDetail See the outboundDetail table below Required for outbound JMS destination
additionalProperties See the WebSphere MQ over LDAP and

TIBCO EMS sections below
Optional

inboundDetail

Property Values Description
acknowledgeType ON_TAKE, ON_COMPLETION Required
replyType AUTOMATIC, NO_REPLY,

SPECIFIED_QUEUE
Required

replyToQueueName String Required if replyType is
SPECIFIED_QUEUE

useRequestCorrelationId Boolean. Set to true to set Response
CorrelationID from Request MessageID.
Set to false to copy CorrelationID from
Request to Response.

Required if replyType is AUTOMATIC or
SPECIFIED_QUEUE.

serviceResolutionSettings See serviceResolutionSettings below Optional
failureQueueName String (Optional) Applicable only when

acknowledgeType is set to
ON_COMPLETION.

numOfConsumerConnections Integer Optional
maxMessageSizeBytes Integer. 0 for unlimited. Optional

serviceResolutionSettings

Property Values Description
serviceRef Reference to a service (see Services) Optional
soapActionMessagePropertyName String Optional
contentTypeSource String. Set to "FREE_FORM" specify

content type. Set to "JMS_PROPERTY" to
get content type from JMS property.

Optional

contentType String Required if contentTypeSource is
set. Content type (that is, text/xml;
charset=utf-8) or JMS property.
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outboundDetail

Property Values Description
replyType AUTOMATIC, NO_REPLY,

SPECIFIED_QUEUE
Required

replyToQueueName String Required if replyType is
SPECIFIED_QUEUE

useRequestCorrelationId Boolean. Set to true to expect receiver to
copy Request MessageID to Response
CorrelationID. Set to false to generate new
CorrelationID for Request.

Required if replyType is
SPECIFIED_QUEUE.

messageFormat AUTOMATIC, BYTES, TEXT Required
poolingType SESSION, CONNECTION Required
sessionPoolingSettings See sessionPoolingSettings below Optional. Set this property to override

system defaults.
connectionPoolingSettings See connectionPoolingSettings below Optional. Set this property to override

system defaults.
template Boolean. true or false Required

sessionPoolingSettings

Property Values Description
size Integer Optional
maxIdle Integer Optional
maxWaitMs Integer Optional

connectionPoolingSettings

Property Values Description
size Integer Optional
minIdle Integer Optional
maxWaitMs Integer Optional

WebSphere MQ over LDAP

The following properties can be added to additionalProperties to configure WebSphere MQ over LDAP JMS provider.

Property Values Description
com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.customizer.class com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.prov.MQSeriesCustomizerDestination - Use SSL.
com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.queue.useClientAuth"true" or "false" Destination - Use Client Authentication.
com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.queue.ssgKeyAliasReference to a private key (see Private

Keys)
If using Default SSL key, do not include this
property.

TIBCO EMS

The following properties can be added to additionalProperties to configure TIBCO EMS JMS provider.

Property Values Description
com.tibco.tibjms.naming.security_protocol ssl JNDI - Use SSL
com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_auth_only com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true JNDI - Use SSL for authentication only
com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_hostcom.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true JNDI - Verify server certificate (using

trusted certificate store)
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com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_trusted_certs com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509JNDI - Verify server certificate (using
trusted certificate store)

com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_hostnamecom.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true JNDI - Verify that common name in server
certificate matches connected hostname

com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.jndi.ssgKeyAlias Reference to a private key (see Private
Keys)

JNDI - Supply digital certificate for client
authentication

com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.customizer.class com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.prov.TibcoConnectionFactoryCustomizerDestination - Use SSL
com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.auth_only com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true Destination - Use SSL for authentication

only
com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_host com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true Destination - Verify server certificate (using

trusted certificate store)
com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.trusted_certs com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509Destination - Verify server certificate (using

trusted certificate store)
com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_hostname com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true Destination - Verify that common name

in server certificate matches connected
hostname

com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.queue.ssgKeyAliasReference to a private key (see Private
Keys)

Destination - Supply digital certificate for
client authentication

Environment

JMS Destination configuration is an environment configuration that is not added to a deployment bundle and must be
specified as environment. To do so, set an environment property with the name: ENV.JMS_DESTINATION.<name> where
<name> is the name of the JMS Destination.

Examples

YAML:

ENV.JMS_DESTINATION.jms-destination-demo: |-

        providerType: TIBCO EMS

        initialContextFactoryClassName: com.tibco.tibjms.naming.TibjmsInitialContextFactory

        jndiUrl: tibjmsnaming://machinename:7222

        jndiUsername: jndi-username

        jndiPasswordRef: jndi-password

        jndiProperties:

          some-name: some-value

        destinationType: QUEUE

        connectionFactoryName: qcf-name

        destinationName: destination-name

        destinationUsername: dest-user

        destinationPasswordRef: dest-password

        outboundDetail:

          replyType: AUTOMATIC

          messageFormat: AUTOMATIC

          poolingType: SESSION

          template: false

        additionalProperties:

          com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_host: com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true

          com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.auth_only: com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true

          com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_host: com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true

          com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.trusted_certs: com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509

          com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_hostname: com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true

          com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.queue.ssgKeyAlias: key2

          com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_hostname: com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true
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          com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.jndi.ssgKeyAlias: key1

          com.tibco.tibjms.naming.security_protocol: ssl

          com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_trusted_certs: com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509

          com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_auth_only: com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true

          com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.customizer.class:

 com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.prov.TibcoConnectionFactoryCustomizer

JSON:

ENV.JMS_DESTINATION.jms-destination-demo: '{
                                             "providerType" : "TIBCO EMS",
                                             "initialContextFactoryClassName" :
 "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.TibjmsInitialContextFactory",
                                             "jndiUrl" : "tibjmsnaming://
machinename:7222",
                                             "jndiUsername" : "jndi-username",
                                             "jndiPasswordRef" : "jndi-password",
                                             "jndiProperties" : {
                                               "some-name" : "some-value"
                                             },
                                             "destinationType" : "QUEUE",
                                             "connectionFactoryName" : "qcf-name",
                                             "destinationName" : "destination-name",
                                             "destinationUsername" : "dest-user",
                                             "destinationPasswordRef" : "dest-password",
                                             "outboundDetail" : {
                                               "replyType" : "AUTOMATIC",
                                               "messageFormat" : "AUTOMATIC",
                                               "poolingType" : "SESSION",
                                               "template" : false
                                             },
                                             "additionalProperties" : {
                                              
 "com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_host" : "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",
                                               "com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.auth_only" :
 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",
                                              
 "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_host" :
 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",
                                               "com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.trusted_certs" :
 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509",
                                              
 "com.tibco.tibjms.ssl.enable_verify_hostname" :
 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",
                                              
 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.queue.ssgKeyAlias" : "key2",
                                              
 "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_enable_verify_hostname" :
 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",
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 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.jndi.ssgKeyAlias" : "key1",
                                              
 "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.security_protocol" : "ssl",
                                              
 "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_trusted_certs" :
 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.trustedcert.listx509",
                                               "com.tibco.tibjms.naming.ssl_auth_only" :
 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.boolean.true",
                                              
 "com.l7tech.server.jms.prop.customizer.class" :
 "com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.prov.TibcoConnectionFactoryCustomizer"
                                             }
                                           }'

This example creates a JMS Destination jms-destination-demo.

Gateway Developer Example

The gateway developer example repository (https://github.com/CAAPIM/gateway-developer-example) has sub-module
jms-example that is configured with JMS connection environment dependency. The example has JMS configured in
build.gradle as shown:
EnvironmentConfig{

    name="jmsExample"

    map=[

            "JMS_DESTINATION": file("./src/main/gateway/config/jms-destinations.yml")

    ]

}

Execute the following command to generate an environment bundle:
gradle :jms-example:build-environment-bundle

Private Keys
The private keys configuration file contains the basic information for private keys that are available in the gateway. This file
is expected to be in the config directory. It should be either private-keys.yml or private-keys.json.

Load Private Keys

The private key file has to follow some rules:

• The file is expected to be in the config/privateKeys directory
• The key file should be in PKCS #12 format and should have the .p12 extension
• The file should have the same name as the private key config
• The file should only contain information for one private key, along with its certificate. The private key and certificate that

is stored in the file should have the same name of the private key configuration.

For example, in the following yaml file, a file that is called private-key-demo.p12 should be in the config/privateKeys
directory:

private-key-demo:

     algorithm: "RSA"

     keyPassword: ""

This example creates one private key:
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• with name: private-key-demo
• keyPassword: the password of the key that is used to open the p12 file and import into the Gateway

The same JSON representation would look like:

{

  "private-key-demo" : { 

     "algorithm": "RSA", 

     "keyPassword": "" 

  }

}

NOTE
See Migrate Private Keys for information about how to migrate Private Keys.

Identity Providers
NOTE
Only BIND_ONLY_LDAP (simple LDAP) and Federated identity providers are supported in Gateway Policy
Plugin.

Gateway Developer Example

The gateway developer example repository (https://github.com/CAAPIM/gateway-developer-example) has sub-
module idprovider-example that is configured with identity providers environment dependency. The example has
idprovider configured in build.gradle as shown:
EnvironmentConfig{

    name="idproviderExample"

    map=[

            "IDENTITY_PROVIDER": file("./src/main/gateway/config/identity-providers.yml")

    ]

}

Execute the following command to generate an environment bundle:
gradle :idprovider-example:build-environment-bundle

MQ Native Connections
Gateway Developer Example

The gateway developer example repository (https://github.com/CAAPIM/gateway-developer-example) has sub-
module mqnative-example that is configured with mq connection environment dependency. The example has mq native
that is configured in build.gradle as shown:
EnvironmentConfig{

    name="mqnativeExample"

    map=[

            "SSG_ACTIVE_CONNECTOR": file("./src/main/gateway/config/active-connectors.yml")

    ]

}

Execute the following command to generate an environment bundle:
gradle :mqnative-example:build-environment-bundle
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Troubleshoot Common Issues

This section contains topics that can help you troubleshoot issues with your Gateway Policy Plugin.

Gradle Log Configuration

Gradle includes logging configuration options for the log level, formatting, and error stacktrace handling. You can use
log messages and command-line options in Gradle to figure out issues. For more information, see Gradle Logging
documentation.

Log Level Command-Line Options

You can customize the verbosity of Gradle logging with the following options, ordered from the least verbose to the most
verbose. You can set the logging level using Gradle properties.

-Dorg.gradle.logging.level=(quiet,warn,lifecycle,info,debug)

--debug option logs in debug mode that includes normal stacktrace. Set the Gradle log level DEBUG to print debug, info,
warning, and errors. Note that the DEBUG log level can expose the security sensitive information to the console.

Stacktrace Command-Line Options

The --stacktrace and --full-stacktrace options control what kind of output Gradle prints at the end of the build.

• --stacktrace: Prints the stacktrace for user exceptions (example, compile error). This option reduces unnecessary
verbose statements.

• --full-stacktrace: Prints the full stacktrace for any exceptions. This option renders stacktraces for deprecation
warnings. Though full stacktraces are extremely verbose, they do not usually contain relevant information to help you
troubleshoot. Use --stacktrace instead.

• <No stacktrace options>: No stacktraces are printed to the console if there is a build error (example, a compile error).
Only if there are internal exceptions, stacktraces are printed. If the DEBUG log level is chosen, truncated stacktraces
are always printed.

For example:
gradle clean export --stacktrace --debug

Problem: Failed to export the Gateway configuration or the export task is stuck

Solution:

• Verify if the RestMan service is published in the Gateway.
• Verify Gateway connection details in the build.gradle file.
• Verify Policy Plugin versions used in the build.gradle file.
• Check the network latency and fix any bandwidth issues in downloading the Gateway configuration.

Problem: Export failing with build failure exception
Solution: If your export fails to show any build failure exception as shown below, it would mostly be the gradle version
incompatibility:
C:\GatewayPolicyPlugin-Gettingstarted\GatewayPolicyPlugin-helloworld>gradle clean export

FAILURE: Build failed with an exception.

* Where:

Build file 'C:\GatewayPolicyPlugin-Gettingstarted\GatewayPolicyPlugin-helloworld\build.gradle' line: 14

* What went wrong:
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A problem occurred evaluating root project 'helloworld'.

> Failed to apply plugin 'com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-export-plugin'.

   > Could not create an instance of type

 com.ca.apim.gateway.cagatewayexport.config.GatewayExportPluginConfig.

      > org.gradle.api.file.ProjectLayout.directoryProperty()Lorg/gradle/api/file/DirectoryProperty;

* Try:

Run with --stacktrace option to get the stack trace. Run with --info or --debug option to get more log output.

 Run with --scan to get full insights.

* Get more help at https://help.gradle.org

BUILD FAILED in 7s

Check your gradle version using the gradle --version command and ensure that the version is 4.10.

You can also use a gradle wrapper to fix this issue:

1. Add the following section in your build.gradle file:
wrapper {

        gradleVersion = '4.10.2'

    }

2. Run the following command:
gradle wrapper

3. Run your gradle tasks using the gradle wrapper:
./gradlew clean export

Problem: Export failing with duplicate service names

Solution: Policy Plugin handles duplicate names when the system property com.ca.apim.export.handleDuplicateNames is
set to true as shown below:
gradle clean export -Dcom.ca.apim.export.handleDuplicateNames=true

Problem: Export failing with DirectoryProperty error

Solution: This error is gradle version incompatibility issue. Do one of the following tasks:

• Use gradle wrapper with4.10 version in the gradle wrapper property.
OR

• Install gradle version 4.10 and update the version in IntelliJ:
a. Open IntelliJ IDE and click File, Settings.
b. In the Settings dialog, expand Build Execution Deployment, Build Tools and click Gradle.
c. In the Gradle projects panel, select Specified Location from the Use Gradle from drop-down list.
d. Browse and select the installed gradle 4.10 folder and click OK, Apply to save.

Problem: build-environment-bundle or build-full-bundle task fails with missing EnvironmentConfig

Solution: Verify EnvironmentConfig with dependent environment entities is configured in the build.gradle file as
mentioned here.

Problem: Build fails with unsupported Identity Provider error

Solution: Gateway Policy Plugin supports only BIND_ONLY_LDAP (simple LDAP) and Federated identity providers.

Problem: Import plugin fails to deploy the generated bundle

Solution:
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• Verify target Gateway connection details in the build.gradle file.
• Check if the dependent private keys are already deployed to the target Gateway. For information, see Migrate Private

Keys.

Problem: Secure passwords are not deployed to target Gateway

Solution: Verify the password values in the Gateway configuration file, stored-password.properties. For information,
see Migrate Stored Passwords.
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References

This section includes information about the following items:

• Gradle
• Using an IDE
• GIT
• Additional Gateway Policy Plugin Tasks
• Export OTK Customizations
• System Properties
• Sample Repository

Gradle
Contents:

What is Gradle?

Gradle is an open-source build automation tool that supports automatic download and configuration of dependencies or
other libraries. Gradle makes it easy to build common types of projects like Java libraries by adding a layer of conventions
and pre-built functionality through plugins. You can extend project capabilities and features by adding plugins.

You need a Gradle distribution to build RestMan bundles using the Gateway Policy Plugin.

How to Install?

Gradle runs on the JVM and you must have a Java Development Kit (JDK) installed to use it. To install Gradle, follow the
instructions available here: https://gradle.org/install/

What are Gradle Tasks and Builds?
Everything in Gradle sits on top of two basic concepts: projects and tasks. Gradle provides APIs for creating and
configuring tasks. Gradle comes with a library of tasks that you can configure in your own projects. A project includes a
collection of tasks, each of which performs some basic operation. The tasks command lists all the gradle tasks that you
can invoke. A full reference to the command-line interface is available here.

A gradle build configures a set of tasks and wires them together based on their dependencies. Gradle determines which
tasks must be run in which order and then proceeds to execute them.

Gradle supports multi-project and multi-artifact builds.

Command Line vs IDEs

While some users prefer to use command-line for most of their tasks, some prefer Integrated Development Environments
(IDE) for the ease of use. Gradle is supported by several major IDEs such as IntelliJ, Eclipse, Android Studio, and so on,
and everything that can be done from the command-line is available to IDEs.

Gradle Project Structure

The following snippet shows a typical gradle root project structure:

+--build/
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+--buildSrc/

+--build.gradle

+--settings.gradle

|

+--sub-project-1/

|  +--

+--sub-project-2/

|  +--

|

+--gradle/

|  +--wrapper/

|    +--gradle-wrapper.jar

|    +--gradle-wrapper.properties

+--gradlew

+--gradlew.bat

• root_project
– build.gradle
– settings.gradle

Either import the build with an IDE or run gradle projects from command-line. If you use an IDE to create a gradle project,
it automatically creates the folders and *.gradle configuration files. If only the root project is listed, it is a single-project
build. Otherwise it is a multi-project build.

About build.gradle Configuration File

You run a Gradle build using the gradle command. The gradle command looks for a build configuration file, build.gradle,
in the current directory. This file defines a project and its tasks. Each sub-project has its own build script.

apply plugin: '<plugin>

group = 'com.example'

repositories {

    jcenter{}

}

dependencies {

........

}

The build.gradle file defines the following project-related configurations:

• Repositories
• Dependencies
• Plugins
• Properties/values/custom objects
• Publishing configurations
• Gradle wrapper version

About settings.gradle Configuration File

Gradle tries to locate a settings.gradle file with every invocation of the build. You can manage sub-modules,
configure versioning, and project names – use this file if your settings are build-related and not necessarily project-
related. By default, Gradle uses the directory name as the project name but you can change it in the settings.gradle file.
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Always add a settings.gradle to the root directory of your build to avoid any initial performance impact. This
recommendation applies to single-project builds as well as multi-project builds. This file can either be empty or you can
define the project name as shown below:

rootProject.name = 'helloworld'

Using an IDE
Gradle supports many major IDEs such as Eclipse, IntelliJ IDEA, and so on. You can also invoke Gradle via its command-
line interface in your terminal or through your continuous integration server. You need an integrated development
environment such as Eclipse or IntelliJ to edit the Gateway configuration in the gradle project.

For information and instructions about IntelliJ IDE, see download and install.

For information and instructions about Eclipse IDE, see download and install.

GIT
Version Control System (VCS) is a system that records changes to a file over time so that you can recall specific versions
later when needed. You can review changes that are made over time, see who modified a version to troubleshoot, revert
files to a previous state, and so on. This system helps recover when an unwarranted change is made to a file.

What is GIT?

GIT is an open source distributed version control system. You can use it to track changes and coordinate work among
multiple people. GIT does not necessarily rely on a central server to store all the versions of the files. Instead, you clone
a collection of source code files, called a repository, and maintain the history of the project on your own hard drive. This
clone has all the metadata of the original repository while the original repository itself is stored on a self-hosted server or a
third-party hosting service like GitHub.

You can also synchronize code between multiple people using GIT. Everyone on your team can work independently and
then merge the files into a single "master" repository. The files that you put on GitHub are public and everyone can see
them and suggest changes, but only the people with access to the repository can directly edit and add/remove files. You
can also have private repositories on GitHub, which means that only you can see the files.

How to Get Started?

To start using GIT, read some basic getting started information here:

1. Register on GitHub and create a GitHub account.
Every Git commit uses your username and email address to identify you as the author.

2. Download and install GIT for your operating system. The following list shows the basic recommended Windows
installation instructions to help you get started:
a. For Select Components, check the following list:

• Git Bash Here
• Git GUI Here
• Git LFS (Large File Support)
• Associate .git* …
• Associate .sh …

b. When prompted to choose the default editor, pick Notepad++ (a simple graphical editor).
c. For Adjust your PATH environment, select Use Git from Git Bash only.
d. For Choose HTTPS transport backend, select Use the OpenSSL library.
e. For Configure the line ending conversions, select Checkout Windows-style,…
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f. For Configure the terminal emulator …, select Use MinTTY …
g. For Configure extra options, select Enable file system caching.
h. Enable Git Credential Manager.

3. Create a new repository on GitHub.
4. (Optional) Edit the README.md file to add information about your project.
5. Create folders in your repository and add new files or upload files from your local machine into the repository. OR

Navigate to an existing repository and clone it.
6. Start writing on GitHub.

Additional Gateway Policy Plugin Tasks
This section explains the additional Gateway Policy Plugin tasks.

zip-bundle

To add all the bundles in a single zip file, you can execute the zipBundles task. This task generates separate zip files for
each annotated entity bundles along with the metadata file. Execute the zip-<bundle-name> task to generate a single
zip file for a particular annotated entity bundle along with metadata file. The zip filename format is <bundle-name>-
<version>.zip and it is available here: <project-home>/build/distributions.

Example:

task zipBundles {

    tree.each { File file ->

        String bundleName = file.name.substring(0, file.name.indexOf('.metadata.yml'))

        dependsOn 'zip-' + bundleName;

    }

}

Export OTK Customizations
You can export OAuth Toolkit customizations using Gateway Policy Plugin.

Specify the OTK customizations folder path as part of the GatewayExportConfig section and the Gateway URL as part
of the GatewayConnection section in the build.gradle file. Using the Gateway Export Plugin tasks, export the OTK
customizations, create bundles, and deploy the bundle into a Gateway using RestMan.

For more information, see Export OTK Customizations in OTK TechDocs.

System Properties
Policy Authors can configure the following system properties:

• com.ca.apim.build.defaultEntityMappingAction
Configure this property to generate bundles with your choice of entity mapping action. Values can be:
– NewOrExisting: If the entity is already available in the target Gateway, this mapping action does not modify the

existing entity. This mapping action creates an entity if it is not available in the Gateway.
– NewOrUpdate: If the entity is already available in the target Gateway, this mapping action updates the entity when

the bundle is deployed to Gateway. This mapping action creates an  entity if it is not available in the Gateway.
Default: NewOrUpdate

• com.ca.apim.build.disableEnvironmentEntityUniqueNaming
Configure this property to disable unique naming of the environment entities. Unique naming of the environment
entities is enabled by default. Values can be true or false.
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https://github.com/new
https://docs.github.com/en/github/using-git/which-remote-url-should-i-use
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Default: false
• com.ca.apim.build.disableDeploymentEntityUniqueNaming

Configure this property to enable or disable unique naming of the deployment entities (POLICY,
ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION, SERVICE entity types) while building the bundle. By default, unique naming of the
deployment entities is enabled when bundle generation is guided by @bundle annotation. Values can be true or false.
Default: false

• com.ca.apim.export.handleDuplicateNames
Configure this property to append a duplicate count to the service name that is exported in the gradle project. Values
can be true or false.
Default: true

• com.ca.apim.build.ignoreAnnotations
Configure this property to ignore annotations while building bundles. Values can be true or false.
Default: false

• com.ca.apim.export.migratePortalIntegrationAssertions
Configure this property to guide the export task for migrating the existing portal templates (portal integration assertion-
based) to bundle annotations. Values can be true or false.
Default: false

• com.ca.apim.export.bundleCache.maxAgeInSeconds
Configure this property to set the maximum age of the export bundle cached item that can be reused if the export URL
and query matches. You can use the clean task to invalidate this cache explicitly when needed.
Default: 300

Sample Repository
The following sample repository is available:

Gateway Skeleton Repository: You can use this repository to clone and experiment with more advanced use cases such
as integrating the Policy Plugin with the runtime environment. This repository is a superset of the single-module repository,
containing required files and configurations.
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